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INTRODUCTION 
 
 According to ancient siddha system of medicine it is originated from 
  Lord Shiva 
    
  Saint Agasthiar 
    
  Other Siddhars 
 Siddha System of medicine is a gift to mankind. The ultimate aim of 
siddhars is to attain external bliss and for this human body should be 
protected from degeneration, ageing and diseases. 
 EPmTôo AÆÂp EÂWôo AÆYo 
 ¾PmTP ùUnOô]m úNWîm UôhPôo 
 EPmûT Y[odám ETôVm AÈkúR 
 EPmûT Y[ojúRu EÂo Y[ojúRú]. 
 - ¾ìØXo ¾ìUk¾Wm 
 Man is said to be microcosm, Universe is the macrocosm, because what 
exist in the world, exists in man 
 AiPj¾p Es[úR ÀiPm 
 ÀiPj¾p Es[úR AiPm 
 AiPêm ÀiPêm Juú\ 
 Guñ AÈkç Rôu Tôodám úTôúR - NhPêÉ 
 Health is a state of complete physical, Mental, Social well being and 
merely absence of disease or infirmity. According to Siddha concept diseases 
are classified into 4448 types. Disease is caused when the normal equilibrium 
of the 3 humours (Vatham, Pitham and Kabam) is disturbed. 
 These humours gets affected due to changes in the environment, climate 
conditions, diet and physical activities. Siddhars had abundant knowledge in 
various branches of medicine and utilised herbs, metals, minerals and any 
organic material. 
 If the three doshas are normal in function, health is maintained. Any 
change in the proportions of Vatham, Pitham and Kabam may leads to 
diseases. 
 “Sirappu Maruthuvam” is one among the glorious branches of Siddha 
system where it consist of Varmam, Thokkanam, Ottradam, Yoga and Kaya 
Kalpam. Mainly the Vatha diseases are treated through Internal Medicines, 
Thokkanam and ottradam. 
 It mostly affects the elderly people above 40 years of age and it produces 
more pain and discomfort in elder people. 

AIM AND OBJECTIVES 
 
AIM 
 To evaluate the therapeutic efficacy of Siddha drug “AYAVATHI 
CHOORANAM” (INTERNAL) and “VATHA KAJA KESARI THYLAM” 
(EXTERNAL) in the treatement of “SAGANA VATHAM” (Cervical Spondylosis) 
for the reduction of pain and to improve range of movements without any side 
effects. 
OBJECTIVES 
1. To collect and review the ideas mentioned in various ancient siddha 
literatures about Sagana Vatham. 
2. To explore the Etiology, Pathology, Clinical features, diagnosis, 
investigations of Sagana Vatham through various Siddha  aspects. 
3. To have an idea about the prevalence of Sagana Vatham with reference 
to Age, Sex, Family history, Occupation, Socio economic status, Diet, 
Habits and Climatic conditions. 
4. To know the extent of correlation of Etiopathogenesis, Signs and 
Symptoms of “Sagana Vatham” with CERVICAL SPONDYLOSIS. 
5. To have detailed Clinical investigations. 
6. To perform the alteration of the disease under the topics of Mukkutram, 
Uyir Thathukkal, Porigal, Udal Thadukkal, Envagai Thervugal, Naadi, 
Neerkuri, Neikuri. 
7. To demonstrate the importance of  Sagana Vatham and related Vatha 
disease. 
8. To study the Biochemical and Pharmacological action of the trial drug 
AYAVATHI CHOORANAM (Internal) and VATHA KAJA KESARI THYLAM 
(External) in the treatment of Saganavatham. 
9. To insist Thokkanam, Ottradam, Asanam, exercise along with medicines 
to achieve the good results, which are the special features of Sirappu 
Maruthuvam. 
10. Finally to create awareness among the patients. 
 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
SIDDHA ASPECTS 
 
 According to siddha concept Vatham the principle of movement is the 
predominant function with the Skeleto - muscular system and the Nervous 
system. 
 Problems related to these systems are predominantly caused by vitation 
of Vatham. 
 The vitation of vatham is caused by two mechanisms. 
i) Obstruction of Vatham due to malfunctioning of Kapha and Pitta. 
ii) Increase of Vatham independently (Degenerative problems) 
 The three humours of the human system are Vatham, Pitham and 
Kabam. In normal persons these three humours always exist in their 
appropriate ratio. When the harmony of the above humours gets deranged 
owing to a relative increase (or) decrease of any one (or) more of the principle 
humours, disease is caused. 
 Vatham controls the nervous actions such as movement, sensation etc., 
 Pitham controls the metabolic activity of the body, digestion, 
assimilation, warmth etc. 
 Kabam controls stability and implies the functions of thermotaxis (or) 
heat regulations. 
Functions of tridoshas 
 It involves in all physical, emotional and mental functions of the body. 
These doshas are the manifestations of bhoodas in the living system. 
 Vatham - Air + Sky 
 Pitham - Fire 
 Kabam - Water + Earth 
Vatham 
 Linked with Voluntary and involuntary bodily activities. 
Pitham 
 Linked to bodily changes involving destruction / metabolism. 
Kabam 
 All constructive process such as formation of various preservative fluids 
(eg.) Mucus, Synovia and its function maintained by the cells. 
 By knowing these basic principles, we can easily study cause, 
classification, diagnosis and treatment of the disease. The bone is formed by 
Pancha Bhuthas and is one of the component of Prithivi (Earth). This is 
mentioned as, 
 “úNWlTô NPUôfã Ui½u Ïñ 
 ùNÈUÂo úRôp GímÀû\fº SWmûTj Rôám 
 - NRLSô¼ 
úUím 
 YÇ - GímÀím 
 AZp - ùNk¨Ãím 
 IVm - Ut\ RôçdLÇím ùTôìk¾ ¿tám. 
 EQî, ùNVp B¸VYtÈu UôñTôåL[ôp EÂo RôçdL[ô] YÇ, AZp, 
IVm B¸VûY áû\kúRô ApXç ÁákúRô úSôn HtT¼u Im×R 
A¼lTûPÂXô] AñãûYL[ôXô] Uìkç ùTôìhLû[ ùLôiå TÃLÃdLîm. 
 
 
NL] YôRm 
úSôn CVp 
 Lïj¾u ¡Zû\dá úUím CWiå ûLLðm ùSôkç, EPmé L]jç 
UVdLêm, CWiå LiLÇp GÃfNím, ¨o Cñ¸ úRs ùLôh¼Vç úTôX Lådám 
Ko YôR úSôn. 
- Ù¸ ûYj¾V ºkRôU½ 800 
 
úSôn Yìm YÆ 
 Rôù]u\ LNlúTôå çYoléû\lé 
  NôRLUôn ÁgãLõím NûUjR YiQm 
 Bù]u\ YôÈ]ç éºjR Xôím 
  BLôVt ú\Xç á¼jRXôím 
 Tôù]u\ TLí\dL ÁWôÅÆlé 
  Th¼ÉúV ÁLîñRp TôW ùUnRp 
 úRù]u\ ùUôÆVôo úUtºkûR VôRp 
  £d¸WUôn YôRUç ùNÉdák Rôú]” 
 - Ù¸ ûYj¾V ºkRôU½ (TôPp-244) 
1. Consumption of bitter, astringent, pungent foods in excess. 
2. Consumption of previously cooked foods. 
3. Drinking polluted water 
4. Altered sleep Rhythm. 
5. Starvation 
6. Lifting heavy weights 
7. Excessive lust / Sexual abuse. 
8. Living in chill environments. 
According to “Agathiyar Gunavagadam 
 ùRôpûX ùNnV CuòùYá YôRúSônLs 
 ùRôpíX¸p UôkRìdá LôiTçiå 
 GpûXÂpûX YôRúSôn úSoûURuû] 
 CVpTôL AÈk¾PúY ÅTWe úLú[! 
 “ AæáUPô UôÁNj¾u ÅVô¾Vôím 
 AlTú] ÑRLj¾u ùTìdLôím 
 áQÁpXô CWNm YeLm ¾u]Xôím 
 á¼ùLåjR YôRUç EiTôUlTô” 
- ALv¾Vo áQYôLPm 
1. Diseases of muscles 
2. Menorrhagia 
3. Mercurial poisoning 
4. Lead poisoning 
According to Agasthiyar kanma kandam -300 
 “ÖùXu\  YôRm YkRYûL Rôú]ç 
  çiûUVônd LuUj¾u YûLûVd úLð 
 LôÄúX úRôuÈVç LålT úRç 
  ûLLôÄp êPd¸Vç ®dLúUç 
 úLôÄúX Tå¸u\ ÅìhN Uô] 
  áZkûR UWkRuû] ùYhPpúUp úRôp£Yp 
 SôÄúX £YùNkç Lôp êÈjRp 
  SpX ùLôié RôûZ êÈjRp SÄjRp Rôú]” 
 - TôPp 56 
 
1. Cutting trees and tender leaves 
2. Breaking the legs of animals. 
3. Refuse food & help to the destitutes and poors. 
According to yugi vaidhya chinthamani 
 Rôù]u\ LNlùTôå çYoléû\lé 
  NôRLUôn Ágã¸ím NûUjR YiQm 
 Bù]u\ YôÈ]ç éºjR Xôím 
  BLôVt ú\Xç á¼jRXôím 
 Tôù]u\ TLí\dL ÁWôÅÆlé 
  Th¼ÉúV ÁLîñRp TôW ùUnRp 
 úRù]u\ ùUôÆVôo úUtºkûR VôRp 
  £d¸WUôn YôRUç ùNÉdákRôú]”  - TôPp 244 
 “ TLWúY YôRUç úLôÀj RlúTô 
  TiTôL ùTiúTôL UçRôu ùNnÂp 
 SLWúY ùYáÕW YÆ SPL«Lp 
  SÇWô] LôtñúU TÉúUt ThPôp 
 ÁLWúY LônLs LÉ¸Zeá Ruû] 
  ÁLYìk¾ ªÈúV RÂoRôu ùLôiPôp 
 êLWúY êçùLímûT êñd¸ ùSôkç 
  êZeLôím LûQdLôím Lålé EiPôúU” -TôPp 285 
 “ Gu]úY YôRkRô ù]uTRôám 
  CLj¾úX UÉRoLðd ùLnëUôñ 
 Àu]úY ùTôu]Rû]úV úNôWg ùNnç 
  ùTÃúVôoLs ÀWôUQûWj ÕPÉjçm 
 Yu] úRYf ùNôj¾p úNôWg ùNnç 
  UôRôÀRô áìûY U\kR úTodám 
 Lu]úY ¿kûR ùNnRôp 
  LôVj¾t LXk¾åúU YôRSóRôú]” 
 “B]ô] YWu\û] U¾VôUôkRo 
  AL¾ TWúRºVoLh Lu] ªVôo 
 úLô]ô] áìùUôÆûV U\kR úToLs 
  ùLôûX L[î ùTônLôUe áÈjR úTodá 
 F]ô] NPkRuÉp YôRm Ykç 
  EtTÅdám úYRj¾u EiûURôú]” 
úSôÂu áÈáQeLs 
The signs and symptoms of Sagana Vatham 
 úLðúU Lïj¾u ¡ZûWdá úUím 
  ùL¼Vô] LWÁWiå ÁLúY ùSôkç 
 YôðúU N¬WùUpXôe L]j¾ìdám 
  YôÄTodá U]eLiæ UVdLUôám 
 HðúU CWiå Liæm GÃfNíiPôm 
  Ht\Uôn UXkRôòm Cñ¸d Lôæm 
 úRðúU ùLôh¼]ç úTôt Lådám 
  ùNL]YÇ úSôÂàP §odLkRôú]” 
 - Ù¸ ûYj¾V ºkRôU½ 
In Yugi Vaidhya Sindhamani 
 1. Pain below neck to low back. 
 2. Pain in both upper limbs 
 3. Weight feeling all over the body 
 4. Depression and giddiness 
 5. Burning sensation in both the eyes 
 6. Constipation 
 7. Pain felt like scorpion bite all over the body. 
 “ LiPúRôo ºLu] YôRe Lïj¾u ¡ZûWdá úUím 
 ÁiPXe LWÁWiå ÁL ùSôkç L]j¾ìdám 
 Ui¼úV ¾Áojçd ájçm YÄ ÁLjçû[îiPôám 
 YiPUo áZÄ]ôú[ U¾Â]ôí uòYôúV” 
 - TWWôNúNLWm 
 1. Pain below neck to low back. 
 2. Severe pain felt in both arms 
 3. Numbness with tingling in the upper limbs. 
 
êdát\ úYñTôå 
 YÇÁá YTô] ÅVô] 
  YôëdL [¾L Ãdám 
 C[ÁL UX¨od Lhåm 
  CVmÀV YTô]u ùNnëm 
 YÇÅpXô ÅVô]u ¡Äu 
  Å[eáñ éûZL úTôñm 
 JÇëñ át\ ùUpXô 
  ùUôu\õùXu ñXYf ùNnëm” 
- NTôT¾ ûLúVå 
 YÇ ÁáYRôp ATôQu, ÅVô]u B¸V YôëdLs A¾LÃjç úSôûV 
À\lÀdám. 
 Here Vatham, Pitham and Kabam gets deranged. Simultaneously it 
effects udal thadukkal and give rise to features of Saganavatham. 
 YôrSôs ÅYWj¾p À\kR Àsû[Âu YVç 100 Guñ ùNôpXlTå¸\ç. 
CûR 3 YûLVôl ÀÃdLXôm. 
êRp Tá¾ 
 LT LôXm : 1 - 33 YìPm, 4 UôRm. 
CWiPôm Tá¾ 
 ÀjR LôXm : 33 YìPm, 4UôRm - 66YìPm, 4UôRm. 
Øu\ôm Tá¾ 
 YôR LôXm 66 YìPm, 4UôRm - 100 YVç YûW. 
 ÀjR LôXj¾p úRë ×Rm ÀjRjûR CûWVôLd ùLôsðm. éÇlé, EYolé, 
Lôolé B¸V ãûYLs úRë AmNm Es[ûY. 
 Àué ÀìjÅ ×Rm AléûYëm, Alé ×Rm úRëûYëm ùSìeáYRôp 
ãûYLs Tô¾lTûP¸\ç. 
 ÀìjÅ + Alé  CÉlé 
 Alé + úRë  EYolé Tô¾lTûP¸\ç. 
 G]úY RûN ÁáYRtá T¾XôL áû\¸\ç. Alé ×Rm RôdLlTåYRôp 
RôçdLÇp DWjRuûU áû\kç Gué Rôç Tô¾dLlTå¸\ç. 
 ÀjR LôXj¾p éÇléf ãûY EiTRôp ÀjRj¾u CPm ApXôR  Ut\ 
CPeLÇím YôR CPj¾ím £t\m EiPô¸ úSôûV À\lÀdám. 
Pathophysiology of Saganavatham 
According to Siddha Aspect 
First degree derangement 
Second degree derangement 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In 
Vatham - Thanilai valarchi
ViyananAbanan Devathathan
Constipation Mental depression
Vatham - Vetrunilai valarchi
Kabam Pitham
Tharpagam-
Burning
Sensation of eyes
Uyir Thathu 
Vatham 
Viyanan - Derangement causes pain in cervical and dorsal spine. 
Cruciating pain and heaviness of the body. Pain along the 
upper limb. 
Abanan - Derangement causes constipation. 
Devathathan - Derangement causes sleeplessness and Mental depression. 
Pitham 
Sathagam - Neck pain and Restricted movements causing giddiness. 
Kabam 
Tharpagam - Burning sensation of eyes. 
úSôndL½lé 
 ºjR UìjçY êû\ úSônd L½lÀp GiYûLj úRoî ÁLîm 
êRuûUVô]ç. úUím À\ úRoîLðm Es[]. AûYVô]. 
 1. ùTôÈVôtú\oRp 
 2. éX]ôXÈRp 
 3. Å]ôRp 
 4. EÂo RôçdLs 
 5. EPp RôçdLs 
 6. Oôú]k¾ÃVm 
 7. LiúUk¾ÃVm 
 8. TìYLôXm 
ùTôÈLs - éXuLs 
 1. ùUn - Fñ 
 2. Yôn - ãûY 
 3. Li - JÇ 
 4. Ødá - Sôt\m (UQm) 
 5. ùNÅ - KûN 
UìjçYo ImùTôÈLs Utñm éXuLû[d ùLôiå úSôûVd L½dL ê¼ëm. 
NL]YôRj¾p 
 Lïjçl Tá¾Âp YÄ úRôuÈ, ûLLÇp YÄ TWîRp, ºXúYû[ ûLLs 
UWjçl úTôRp LôQlTå¸\ç. 
 G]úY ùTôÈLÇp - ùUnëm, éXuLÇp - Fñ Tô¾dLlThås[ûRd 
LôQXôm. 
Å]ôRp 
 UìjçYo úSôVôÇÂPm Å]ôîRp ØXUôL úSôVôÇÂu áÈáQeLû[l 
TtÈ úLhå AÈV ê¼ëm. 
 úSôVôÇ úTNê¼VôR ¿ûXÂp CìdámúTôç AYWç ãt\jRôÃPm úLhPÈV 
úYiåm. 
GiYûLj úRoî 
 “Sô¼l TÃNm Sô¿\m ùUôÆ ÅÆ 
 UXm Øj¾WÁûY UìjçYWôëRm 
 ùUndáÈ ¿\kùRôÉ ÅÆ SôÅìUXm ûLdáÈ” 
- úRûWVo 
1. Sô¼ (Pulse)   
2. vTÃNm (Tactile Sensation) 
3. Sô (Tongue) 
4. ¿\m (Colour)   
5. ùUôÆ (Voice/Speech) 
6. ÅÆ (Eye) 
7. UXm (Faeces) 
8. Øj¾Wm (Urine) 
Sô¼ (Pulse) 
 EPÄp EÂo RÃj¾ìlTRtá LôWQUô] Nd¾ GçúYô AçúY Sô¼ 
G]lTåm. 
 Sô¼Vô]ç YôRm, ÀjRm, LTm G] Øu\ôL ÀÃkç EPûXëm, EÂûWëm 
Y[od¸\ç. 
 “LÃêL]¼ûV Yôrj¾ 
  ûLRÉp Sô¼ Tôod¸p 
 ùTìÅWXe áXj¾p 
  À¼jRSô¼ SåúY ùRôhPôp 
 Jì ÅWúXô¼p YôRm 
  EVo SåÅWÄp ÀjRm 
 ¾ìÅWp êuÈúXô¼p 
  ºúXjçU Sô¼Rôú]” 
In Saganavatham the palpable naadis are, 
 1. Vatha pitham 
 2. Pitha vatham 
Vatha pitham 
 “ùTôì[ô] YôRj¾p ÀjRgúNokRôp 
 ûLLôp RÃlé SôdLNdám Au]m” 
Pitha vatham 
 “ÀjRj¾p YôRUô¸p ÀÃëeLôp ûLëm 
 ájRç úTôúXVôám áñ¸ ùUnTRñm Àu]” 
vTÃNm (Tactile sensation) 
 ùNôÈ, ºWeá TûP, ÅWQm, úRUp, ®dLm, FRp, ùLôlé[m, Lh¼Ls, 
úRôp EXok¾ìkRp, EPp ùYlT¿ûX B¸VYtû\ AÈVXôm. 
 In Saganavatham - Diffused tenderness in neck and upper extremities, 
Body temperature slightly warmth is present. 
Sô (Tongue) 
 À[îTh¼ìjRp 
 UôîT¼kç ùYðj¾ìjRp 
 éiQôÂìjRp 
 Yôn ¨o Y\i¼ìjRp 
 ãûY UôñTôå 
 Sôî ùYÇÂp ¨h¼]ôp Jì é\UôL NôVók¾ìjRp 
 úRôp EÃk¾ìjRp 
 CWjRm úTôu\ ¿\UôÂìjRp 
B¸VYtû\d LôQXôm 
 In Sagana vatham, the Examination of Tongue is normal. 
¿\m (Colour) 
 úRôÄu ¿\m 
 êLm ºYjRp 
 NÇfNqÅu ¿\m 
 UÂo Utñm SLj¾u ¿\m 
 In Sagana vatham - The area of tenderness bears inflammatory changes. 
 
ùUôÆ (Voice / Speech) 
 JÇ úYñTôå (Low (or) High pitched tone) 
 áWp LmÁV úTfã (Hoarseness of voice) 
 In Sagana vatham - There is no change of voice. 
ÅÆ (Eyes) 
 Li UPp ®eLp 
 Li TôoûYÂu ¿ûXûU 
 Li GÃfNp 
 Li½p ©û[ NôWp 
B¸VYtû\ úRoî ùNnVXôm. 
 In sagana vatham - Burning sensation of eyes is present. Acuity of vision 
is diminished in aged persons. 
UXm (Faeces) 
 UXdLhå 
 A¼YÂñ YÄjç UXm úTôRp 
 ¿\m, èûW 
 CñLp, C[Lp 
 LÆfNp 
B¸VYtû\ úNô¾jç AÈV úYiåm. 
 In Sagana Vatham - constipation is present 
Øj¾Wm (Urine) 
 v ¨odáÈ 
 v ùSndá\õ 
¨odáÈ 
  “AìkçUôÈWRêm AÅúWôRUôn 
  A@Lp AXoRp ALôXÜu RÅokRZt 
  át\[Yìk¾ E\e¸ ûYLû\ 
  B¼dLXNj RôÅúV LôçùTn 
  ùRôì êÏojRd LûXdáhTP ¨Ãu 
  ¿\dáÈ ùSndáÈ ¿ñÁjRp LPú]” 
  Å¼VtLôXj¾p T¼L Tôj¾Wj¾p ¨ûW BÅ úTôLôRT¼ ùTnR 3¾ 
SôÆûLdás ARu ¿\dáÈûVëm, A¾p GiùQn Åhå LôQlTåm áÈûVëm 
LYÉdL úYiåm. 
 “YkR¨od LÃGûP UQm èûW GgNùXu 
 û\k¾V í[Yû[ Vû\áç êû\úV” 
¨odáÈÂu úTôç, 
 v ¿\m 
 v UQm 
 v èûW 
  
 
v GûP 
 v GgNp 
B¸VYtû\ TÃúNô¾jç AÈV úYiåm. 
ùSndáÈ 
 “¿\dáÈd áûWjR ¿ìUôQ ¨Ãt 
 º\dL ùYiùQúVôo ºñçÇ SåÅåj 
 ùR]óò\j ¾\kùRôÄ úVLôRûUjR¾ 
 É]ó\¾YûX úTôu ùSÈYÆVÈîm 
 ùNu\ç éLíg ùNn¾ûV ëQúW” 
If the drop of oil 
 Spreads like a snake - Vatha disease 
 Spreads like a ring - Pitha disease 
 Appears like a pearl - Kaba disease 
In Saganavatham the following vayus are affected. 
Vatham 
 
Vatham Physiological Function Features in Saganavatham 
Abanan Act with downward movement Constipation present 
Viyanan Helps in various movements of body,  
responsible for sensation 
Restricted neck movements,  
Radiating pain in shoulder 
and arm, tingling sensation 
Samanan Regulates all other vayus Affected 
Nagan Responsible for intelligence 
Helps in opening and closing of eyes 
Sluggishness and depressive 
mood in aged patients. 
Koorman Responsible for lacrimation. 
Helps in visualization of all things of 
world. 
In aged patients acuity of 
vision is diminished. 
Thevathathan Responsible for laziness, rotation of eye 
balls. 
Sleeplessness due to pain 
  
Pitham 
 Pitham is a force of heat, God to all disease, Mother to dosha, Vayukkal, 
assistant to boothas and responsible for fever. 
 
Anar Pitham Digests all the ingested particles Affected 
Ranjaga Pitham Increase the blood and gives colour to 
blood 
Affected 
Saathaga Pitham Makes the work to complete what  
mind thinks to do 
Affected.  
Neck pain and 
restricted movement 
Aalosaga Pitham Responsible for vision of eyes Affected in old age 
people 
Prasaga Pitham Gives colour to skin Not affected 
 
Kabam 
 It is classified into five types. 
 
Udal Thathukkal 
 There are seven udal thathukkal in human body 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Avalampagam Controls other 4 types of kabam 
Affected.   
Santhigam Affected 
Kilethagam Moistens the food Not affected 
Pothagam Helps to know the taste Not affected 
Tharpagam Gives cooling effect to the eyes Affected.   
Burning sensation of 
eyes present. 
Santhigam Gives lubrication to joint Affected 
 
Saram Strengthens the body and mind Affected. 
Senneer Preserves brightness, boldness power 
and knowledge 
Affected. 
Oon Gives structure and shape to body. 
Responsible for movement 
Early stage-Not affected. 
Later stage – Affected 
Kozhuppu Lubricate the joints Affected 
Enbu Responsible to joint movement Affected 
Moolai It is present in the bones and gives 
strength. 
Affected 
Sukkilam or 
Suronitham 
Meant for Reproduction 
 
Not affected 
 
Kanmenthiriyam 
Gnanenthriyam 
Mei Feels the sensation of touch Affected paresthesia, present in 
upper limb. 
Radiating pain tingling sensation 
Naa Analyses taste Not affected. 
Kan For vision Not affected 
Mooku For smell Not affected 
Sevi For hearing  Not affected 
  
TìY LôXeLs (Seasonal Variations) 
        át\m                LôXm 
YôRm RuÉûX Y[ofº  êçúYÉ\ó LôXm (BÉ-B¼) (June 16 - Aug 15) 
YôRm úYtñ¿ûX Y[ofº  LôoLôXm (BY½-éWhPôº) (Aug 16 - Oct 15) 
YôRm RuÉûXVûPRp  Ï¾o LôXm (IlTNõ - Lôoj¾ûL) (Oct 16 - Dec 15) 
 YôRj¾u CVtûL áQm Y\hº. 
 êçúYÉt LôXj¾p Y\hº HtTåYRôp YôRúSôn A¾LÃd¸\ç. 
 
 
Kai Works done by the hands Affected. 
Radiating pain, tingling sensation 
Kaal For walking Not affected. 
Vaai For speaking  Not affected 
Eruvai For defecation Affected 
Karuvai For reproduction Not affected 
 
Im×ReLðdám AñãûYdáês[ JtñûU 
 UiæPú] é]p§dLôp 
  êû\VôLf úNok¾hPôp YìúU CÉlé 
 ¾iQÁVm çYolÀWNm 
  NRôL¾úVô Pôo§Åu ¾PUôêû\lém 
 GiQÃV LNlé êiPôk 
  Ri¦Ãp L]ÅûQlTô ùYïUô êYolé 
 YiQÃV AñãûYÂu 
  À\lÀùRòm áìºjRìûWjR Uû\úV” 
 - úRôt\d¸WU BWônfºëm, ºjR UìjçY YWXôñm 
 CÉlé - Ui + ¨o 
 éÇlé - Ui + § 
 Elé - ¨o + § 
 ûLlé - Lôtñ + Åi 
 Lôolé - § + Lôtñ 
 çYolé - ÀìjÅ + Lôtñ 
 CfãûYLÇu Áá¾ûVd ùLôiå Im×ReLÇu A¼lTûPÂp úSôûVd 
L½dLXôm. 
In Sagana Vatham 
 ûLlé, Lôolé, çYolé Tô¾dLlTåYRôp ARtád LôWQUô] Ui, §, 
Lôtñ, Åi ×ReLs Tô¾dLlTå¸\ç. 
 “éÇçYoÅg ãeLÈVôt ×Ãdám YôRm 
 JÇëYoûLl úTÈp Àjçf £ñm - ¸ÇùUôÆúV 
 LôolÀÉlé Ågºt LTm Ågãg Nh¼WRf 
 úNWléQo úSôVæ LôúR” 
 éÇlé, çYolé - YôRÁá¾ 
 EYolé, ûLlé - ÀjR Áá¾ 
 CÉlé - LT Áá¾ 
¾ûQ (Geographical distribution) 
¿Xm         CìlÀPm          úSôn 
áÈgº UûXëm, UûX NôokR Tá¾ëm ºúXhåU úSôn EiPôám. 
êpûX Lôåm Lôå NôokR Tá¾ëm YôR NmTkRUô] úSôn. 
UìRm YVím YVp NôokR CPêm úSônLs ¨eám. 
ùSnRp LPím LPp NôokR Tá¾ëm ùLôåûUVô] YôRúSôn. 
TôûX UQím, UQp NôokR CPêm YôRm, ÀjRm, LTm CYt\ôp   
  Åû[¸u\ À½Lðdá 
  CìlÀPm. 
 
úSôndL½lé ÅYôRm (Differential diagnosis) 
 Some other vatha diseases resembles the clinical features of Sagana 
vatham. It is differentiated from certain other diseases such as 
1. Kanda Kiraga vatham (Traumatic injury) 
2. Vatha Ubagatham 
3. Vachirarubam 
4. Kumba vatham (Cervical radiculopathy) 
5. Pathitha vatham 
6. Vatha Karnagam 
Kanda Kiraga vatham (LiP ¸WL YôRm)   
 YûLVô] áWXRû]l TtÈ ùSôkç 
  UôoúTôå ÀPÃÂÉp YÄëiPô¸ 
 èLWô] N¬WùUpXôm ùSôkR ZtÈ 
  èQdLUônf ãYôNUç é\lT PôUp 
 êûLVô] SôYôúX Øfã UôÈ 
  êLj¾úX ÅVoYô¸ ÅúXôúSô îiPôm 
 TûLVô] Yu]jûRl TìùLôh Pôç 
  TÃVLiP ¸WôLj¾]ó Tié Rôú]” 
 - Ù¸ ûYj¾V ºkRôU½ 800 
ùTôìs 
v CkúSôn áWp Yû[ûVl TtÈ ùSôkç ÀPÃ Uôoé CûYLÇp YÄûV 
EiPôdám 
v EPp êïYçm ùSôkç Ød¸u YÆ Øfã ùYÇlTPôUp YôÂu YÆúV 
ùYÇ Yìm. 
v EQûY EiQ JlTôûU 
Vatha Ubagatham (YôR ETLRm) 
 “ BiûUVôe LôúXôå ûLëg Nkç 
  UeLùUXô ÁLj¾Áokç Nô½Rôòm 
 ×iûUVônl ×º]ç úTôúX Lôæm 
  éWiåRôu ÅñÅñjçl é[L Uô¸l 
 TôiûUVôe LôRûNë êxQ Uô¸l 
  TºjçúU ÁLSô½ SûPùLô Pôç 
 YôiûUVôm YôhPêñ UVdL Uôám 
  YôRîP LRkRuû] YájR Yôú\” 
- Ù¸ ûYj¾V ºkRôU½ 800 
 
ùTôìs 
v CkúSôn Lôp, ûLLÇu ¡pLû[ ÁLîm ¾ÁWf ùNnç Nô½ ×ºVç 
úTôu\ Ko EQofºûV EiPôdám. 
v LôRûPlé, UVdLm EiPôám. 
v SPdL ê¼VôUt ùNnç BiûUûVl ùTìdám. 
Vachirarubam (YfºWÚTm) 
 “Å¾Vô] ÀPÃRû] ÁLÅ ïjç 
  ÁLdLiL [ûNÅuÈ úUúX úSôd¸j 
 Rá¾Vô] áú\ôdûLúTôt NjRm ùTtñj 
  RûXúSôî Áá¾Vôn SådL ítñd 
 á¾Vô] SWmÀïjçj ¾Áìi Pô¸d 
  ùLôhPôÅ úNômTXônL ÏfN íiPôn 
 Y¾Vô] UXNXêg ãìd¸ ®ïm 
  YfºWÚ TkRuÉu YûLÂ RôúU” 
 - Ù¸ ûYj¾V ºkRôU½ 800 
ùTôìs 
v ÀPÃÂp CïléQóPô¸ LiLs úUp úSôd¸ ¿tám. 
v ÁdL á\hûP ëiPôRp, RûXúSôRp, Áá¾Vôn SåeLp, ùLôhPôÅ YìRp 
EiPôám. 
Kumba vatham (ámTYôRm) 
 “SÅXúY úRôs ªçe LWj¾u ªç 
  SÄkç ùUjRYô¸V SNîiPôám 
 LÅXúY Lu]ùUôå SV]kRôòe 
  LåjçúU ÅñÅñlé ùUÃîm Lôæm 
 çÅXúY ç¼lTôág ºWã RuÉt 
  LZtÈúV SôÀd¡r YÄëêi Pôám 
 AÅXúY A¼Sôd¸p VZuñ Lôæ 
  UXìúU Yì ámT YôRkRôú]” 
 - Ù¸ ûYj¾V ºkRôU½ 800 
ùTôìs 
v úRôhThûP, ûL êRÄV CPeLÇp ÁdL úSôëiPô¸ ¨hPîm, êPdLîm 
ê¼VôUp úSôRp. 
v EPp ç¼jç RûX ãtÈ Áá ãWêiPôRp. 
v SôÀÂu ¡r YÄ, A¼Sôd¸p AZtº HtTåm. 
Pathitha Vatham (T¾R YôRm) 
 “LôÃVôn ÁLYôojûR úTãmúTôç 
  Lïj¾ís[ SWméÁL ÅûNjç úSôYôn 
 YôÃVôn YôojûRLs Rôu Åd¸l úTº 
  YôojûRLsRôu úTãY¾t ù\Ãk¾ Pôç 
 SôÃVôo úTôLUç ÅìmÀ Pôç 
  SídLUôVj RôçùYXô Áû[jçd Lôæm 
 TôÃVô V¼dL¼dál TºúV ëiPôm 
  T¾RUôm YôRùUuú\ TLW XôúU” 
- ÙLõ ûYj¾V ºkRôU½ 800 
ùTôìs 
v Áá¾VôLl úTºu Lïjç SWmé úSôám. 
v YôojûRLs ùRÇYôL CWôç. 
v A¼dL¼ TºëiPôám. 
Vatha Karnagam (YôR LoQLm) 
 “RmTUô SPdámúTô çkR Ãjçm 
  RôÅúV ëVWUô ùVhåm úTôçm 
 YmTUôn ùY[j¾ Ä\eám úTôçm 
  UVdLUônj Rs[ô¼ CûPkç ®rjçm 
 ùYmTUôm TôméÅP úUím úTôX 
  ÁdLô] N¬WùUXôk R[ofº Vôám 
 ºmUUôm ésðlúTôp ÀWlé Lôæm 
  ùNÈYôL LoQLf º\lé UôúU” 
-Ù¸ ûYj¾V ºkRôU½ 800 
ùTôìs 
v SPdám úTôçm, ¨kçm úTôçm RûXãt\p. 
v EPp ùYlTm A¾LÃjRp. 
v N¬Wj¾p R[ofº HtTåm. 
Treatment (À½ ¨dLm) 
 In Siddha system, the aim of treatment is for the 
v Removal of physical and Mental illness 
v Releives pain 
v Prevention and improvement of general body function (Kaappu). 
v Proper treatment (Neekam). 
v Restore function (Niraivu). 
While treating Sagana Vatham, the following principles must be noted. 
  
Et\ô ][îm À½V[îe LôXêe 
 Lt\ôu Lì¾f ùNVp  - ¾ìdá\s 
v Aetiological factor of diseases 
v Time of occurance of disease 
v Severity of illness 
v Nature of patient 
 Should be thoroughly noted. 
Line of Treatment 
 Treatment of the disease is to bring 3 dhosas in equilibrium by 
purgation, internal medicine and external application. Then by Thokkanam, 
Ottradam, Yoga, diet and advices. 
Purgation 
 “ ÅúWN]jRôt YôRk Rôïm” 
 The increased Vatham is brought to the normal by giving purgation for 
the first day. 
 ùYsû[ GiùQn - 15 ml (o.d at early morning)  
Internal Medicine 
v From second day onwards 
v Ayavathi Churanam - 1.5 g (tds) 
v along with Milk (or) Honey after food. 
 External Medicine 
v Vatha Kaja Kesari thylam - for external application 
 Apart from others Sirappu maruthuvam department gives equal 
importance to external therapy such as. 
v Thokkanam 
v Ottradam 
v Varmam 
v Asanam etc. 
SPECIAL MEDICINE METHODS RELATED  
TO SAGANA VATHAM 
 There are 32 types of external medicines in Siddha system of medicine. 
 “ùYÇUìk úRLhå Ttù\ôt\ Pm×fã 
  úYçùTôh PQmùRôd LQm 
 ùUuéûLûU ùTô¼¾ÁoRp LÄdLSº VØRp 
  úUîSô ºLôTWQêm 
 LÇmé£ûX ¨oYoj¾ ãh¼ûLf NXôûLTûN 
  LÇùTô¼ êÈfNp¡\p 
 LôWUhûP AñûY ùLôméÃg Npáì¾ 
  LiåYôe áRp ©fºûY 
 ùYÇUìkç êlTj¾ WiùPuñ ÏÈ]o 
  ÅiæXî ºjRWôUôp 
 úUpYoj ¾ëmTûN ©fãûU SºVêm 
  ùUuLÄd LeLú[ôWôi 
 ùPôÇYoj¾ ùTô¼Â¨o SôºLô TWQÁûY 
  ùVôì Øuñ ¾eL[ôám 
 EVo£ûX LÇmÀûYL [ôñ¾e L[ôáùUu 
  ú\ô¾]ô Wôë [UúWô” 
 1. Lhå 
 2. Ttñ 
 3. Jt\Pm 
 4.  ×fã 
 5. úYç 
 6. ùTôhPQm 
 7. ùRôdL]m 
 8. éûL 
 9. ûU 
 10. ùTô¼ ¾ÁoRp 
 11. LÄdLm 
 12. SºVm 
 13. FRp 
 14. SôºLôTWQm 
 15. LÇmé 
 16. £ûX 
 17. ¨o 
 18. Yoj¾ 
 19. ãh¼ûL 
 20 NXôûL 
 21. TûN 
 22. LÇ 
 23. ùTô¼ 
 24. êÈfNp 
 25. ¡\p 
 26. LôWm 
 27. AhûPÅPp 
 28. AñûY 
 29. ùLômé LhPp 
 30. EÃgNp 
 31. áì¾YôeLp 
 32. ©fã 
 CYtñs ùRôdLQm, Jt\Pm B¸VûY NL] YôRúSôndá º\kRRôL 
Å[eám. 
MASSAGE (ùRôdLQm) 
 YôRm êRÄV êdát\ À½Ls EiPôdám YÄûV ùYñeûLVôúXô (A) 
ûRXm RPÅúVô À¼lTç.  
The benefits of Thokkanam theraphy are, 
 ùRôdLQj¾ ]ôÄWjRk úRôpF ½ûYLhá 
 Ádá Nîd¸VgN ªWæmúTô - ùUndL¾L 
 éh¼ë\dLm éQofº ÂûY L¾dám 
 ThP AûXfNXñm Tôo” 
 - úRWu 
Techniques 
 There are 9 types of Massage techniques 
1. RhåRp (Tapping) 
2. CñdLp (Tightening) 
3. À¼jRp (Massage / Picking up) 
4. êñdLp (Twisting / Wringing) 
5. ûLdLhPp (Holding hands in particular manner) 
6. AïjRp (Pressing) 
7. CïjRp (Pulling) 
8. UpXôjçRp (Bending body) 
9. AûNjRp (Moving) 
 Of these 2 of the methods are very much benificial in treating cervical 
spondylosis. 
v À¼jRp (Picking up) 
v CïjRp (Pulling) 
À¼jRp 
 “À¼jRÄ VeáU ûU¾Â òSóRám ÀkRôúR - GiùQ 
 ëåjRç ùNnÂt \NYÇ ÙòP íkRôúR 
 úYt\ç ùNnÂòg ÑºûL TôÃûN ÅhúPôåm-éÄ 
 úTôt\ç Yôëî Utñç úU]Äl ùTôhúPôåm” 
 ùRôdLQm ùNnVdÏ¼V 5 ¿ûXLÇím ùNnVXôm. ûRXm RPÅúVô, 
RPYôUúXô À¼jçÅP YôR úSônLðdá º\lTôL ùTôìkçm. 
 It is made on the upper fibers of trapezius muscle and the underlying 
bone. 
CïjRp (Pulling) 
 “CïjRp ¸PjR ÄìjR ÄWi¼tá úUWôúU - GuÀp 
 êïjRç YiæLe Lô]Uk RdL¾ £WôúU 
 EìîR ùXuTç ÁjúRôÆ úXSWm ×\ô¸ -U]m 
 ùYìîñ Ø] Åû]Lû[ ùUnVå úY\ô¸ 
 Y[dáñ ùUiùQÂ úXÂç ùNnYç YpXôiûU-EPt 
 L[dLOo úTôdLf ãðdùL] YôY¾j ùRôpXôiûU” 
 CûR ûRXjûR ×ºúV ùNnV úYiåm. GíméLs Su\ônj 
ùRÃëÁPeLÇím, RûXÂím EìîmúTôç UkRUôL ùNnVúYiåm. 
 CR]ôp SWmÀp FÈ Yìjç¸u\ YôëdLs, À¼léLs, ãðdáLs 
áQUôám. 
 Done for sterno cleido mastoid muscles. 
 The treatment normally starts with applying the medicated oil on the 
affected area. It directly acts on Lymphatic, Muscular, Nervous and vascular 
system. 
 v Strengthens flesh and skin 
 v Relaxes whole body 
 v Regulates Nerve function 
 v Improves blood circulation 
 v Improves sleep. 
 Through massage, the medicated oil applied permeates through the skin 
and reaches the tissues under them. It releives pain and tension by stimulating 
the sensory and motor nerves. 
Benefits 
 It reduces the production of some hormones such as cortisol and nor 
epinephrine which are responsible for stress. 
v So the patient feels so much relief from the disease after massage. 
v Brings fresh Oxygen to the affected tissues. 
v Swelling and thickening of tissues are reduced. 

RPYp º¸fûN 
TgN ê¼fãj RPYp 
v LìQô¾ ê¼fã (Atlanto - Occipital joint) 
v NW ê¼fã (C
7
 - Cervical vertebra) 
v çu]p ê¼fã (T
12
 - Thoracic vertebra) 
v T¾, Tã, TôN ê¼fã (Lumbo sacral joint) 
v ámTL ê¼fã (Sacro - coccygeal joint) 
B¸V CPeLû[j RPY úYiåm. 
Åãj¾ YoU ÕiPp 
v ÀPÃ YoUm 
v ê¼fã YoUm 
 CkR Åãj¾ YoU ésÇLû[ Õi¼ Åãj¾ BRôWjûR RPîYRu ØXm 
Yôë, ×R áû\TôåLs £WôdLlTå¸\ç. 
Jt\Pm (Fomentation) 
 Uìkç ùTôìhLû[ Yñjç ç½Âp ê¼kç úSôës[ CPeLÇp JtñRp 
 It is also one of the 32 external theraphies of siddha medicine by 
application of hot medicated packs. 
 The medicated pouches are madeup of leaves that contains 
v Delonex elata (YôR SôWôVQu CûX) 
v Tamarindus indicus (éÇÂûX) 
v Vitex negundo (ùSôfNõ) 
v Cleodendrum Phlomoidis (RïRôûZ) 
Uses 
 Increases blood circulation and reduces pain. 
 
Astanga Yoga 
 There are 8 types of Astanga yoga for the quest of the soul. They are  
Iyama  -  To get rid of evil thoughts and evil deeds 
Niyama - To follow moral codes and to abide by Sasthras. 
Asana - Physical exercise combined with breathing techniques. 
Pranayama - Breathing exercise done in Rhythmic pattern 
Prathyahara - Focusing concentration on one single point. 
Dharana - Experiencing God in a conceptual form. 
Dhyana - Controlling all the 5 senses and focusing our concentration. 
Samathi - The perverted state of feeling god within, without the 
awareness of 5 senses. 
 Of these, asanas are performed only after practising Iyama and Niyama. 
ASANAS 
 These are yoga postures which cause gentle stretching movements of 
spine to prevent spinal misalignment. 
 It also helps in balancing breath, mind, body, soul and intelligence, 
strengthen back muscles and provide natural traction. 
Effects of asanas in Saganavatham 
Better flexibility and posture 
 Regular practice stretches and tones the body muscles, tendons and 
ligament. This would turn help in relief of body pain that is caused due to 
incorrect posture. 
Effects on spine 
 Acts on lower, mid and upper spine and cause greater elasticity in the 
entire spine. 
 Accelerates circulation of spinovial fluid 
Effects on Vertebral muscles 
 It increases the tone of vertebral muscle fibres. 
Effect on nervous system 
 It acts on spine by stretching it and tones the chains of ganglions 
situated on both sides of the spine. 
Procedures of few asanas  
Bujangasana (Snake pose) 
 Final position resembles hooded snake. 
Benefits 
v Adjusts minor displacement of the vertebra. 
v Tones the deep muscles supporting the spinal column.  
v Promotes spinal circulation. 
Dhanurasana (The Bow posture) 
 Dhanu - Bow 
 Looks like an archer’s bow. The torso and legs representing the body of 
the bow and the arms the string. 
Benefits 
 Strengthens muscle, supporting vertebra. 
Gomukhasana (Cow Face Pose) 
 Go - cow, Mukha - face 
 With crossed leg look like lips and the bent elbow, arms one up and one 
down around the ears. 
Jathara Parivartasana 
v Lie on your back on the floor with arms stretched out and palms facing 
down.  
v Bend your knees and place your feet flat on the floor. 


v Try to pull your knees towards your chest and drop them toward the floor 
 on the right side of your body. Inhaling, lengthen your spine. 
v Exhale both shoulders towards the floor. Hold the spinal twist for three 
complete breaths. 
Chakrasanam 
Merits 
v Strengthenes the liver, pancreas and kidneys. 
v Increases elasticity of the spinal cord and of course a must-do for diabetes 
patients. 
Tadasana 
v Stand straight with feet together of apart inhale, raise arms over head. 
v Palms facing up towards sky. Then exhale. Repeat for 3-5 times. 
Restricted Asanas 
 1. Sirasasanam 
 2.  Halasanam 
 3. Sarvangasanam 
PRANAYAMA 
  Pranayama  =  Extension of breath (Pranan + Niyamam) 
  Pranan  -  Life force (or) vital energy 
  Niyamam  -  To extend (or) Draw out 
 Pranayama, the control of bioenergy (breathing exercise) is the 4th step in 
the systemic study of Astanga yoga. 
 There are 50 types of pranayama explained in vedas.  Specific type of 
pranayama which shows positive relief  in saganavatha patients is 
Suryabhendana Pranayama (Anuloma-Veloma Pranayama) with Jalandhara 
Bandha and Bhastrika. 
 Modern science states that there are 10 areas of the brain where we are 
using only one at present. Pranayama helps in the distribution and awakening 
of these areas. It is essential for controlling the subconscious mind. 
Suryabhendana Pranayama 
 This method was explained by the author to the patients with sagana 
vatham position: 
v Sitting in a comfortable posture, keeping the head, neck and spine in a 
straight line. 
v Place the right thumb on the right nostril, the right index finger between 
the eyebrows and rest the middle finger against the left nostril. 
v Inhale through the right nostril retains it, and then exhale through the 
same nostril, pause without retention. 
v This Pranayama with Jalandhara Bandha posture, bring the head 
downwards.  So that the chin (the meeting point of the two jaw bones) sits 
in the notch between the clavicles.  This Jalandhara Bandha cannot be 
attained in ‘stiff neck’ Ankylosis patients. 
Bhastrika Pranayama 
 Sit in meditative pose keeping the back straight and shoulder muscles 
relaxed. 
 Then breathe forcefully through both the nostrils and then exhale 
forcefully. 
 Instead of abdomen, chest area should blowup. 
 Repeat this for 5-10 times. 
Benifits 
 Supplies oxygen, purifies blood, throw out toxins and increase immunity. 
 Increase warmness in the body. 
Effects Pranayama on Sagana Vatham 
 Pranayama produce a huge storage of energy in the solar plexus area.  
This will cause the body to radiate vitality and if any sickness is developing all 
of this energy reserve to compact the pain.  This pranayamas can also improve 
brain function as well as increasing the elimination of toxin from the body. 
 
VARMAM 
 EÂÃ]eLÇu EPÄp úTºLs, RºWeLs, SWméLs, GuéLs, ùTôìjçLs, 
ÅºLs B¸V] GqùYqÅPj¾p Juú\ôùPôuñ ÀuÉd¸Pd¸u\]úYô 
AqÅPj¾p ÀWôQu APe¸ ¸Pdám. 
 CûR AÁoR¿ûX ApXç UoU¿ûX GuTo. 
 Ceá Hçm A¼lThPôp YoUm (LôXm) GuTo. YoUm ùLôiP CPj¾p 
C[dá TÃLôWm ùNnYRu ØXm úSôn §odLXôm. 
 ALj¾V êÉYo ÏtñlT¼ TåYoUeLs TuÉWiå. CqÅPeLÇp 
HúRòm Jì ésÇÂp YoUm ùLôiPôp, EPú] C[dá êû\Ls ØXm º¸fûN 
AÇdL úYiåm. CpûXúVp áÈlÀhP SôÆûLdás UWQm HtTåm. 
ùLôiûP ùLôpÄ - RûXÂu SåÅp ¾XoR YoUj¾Äìkç Ghå ÅWX[îdá 
úUp. 
ùTôtûN YoUm - ùLôiûP ùLôpÄ YoUj¾tá 8 ÅWX[î ÀuTdLm. 
£ñe ùLôpÄ - ùLôiûP ùLôpÄ YoUj¾tá 12 ÅWp A[î Àué\m. 
À]óê¼fã - ÀPÃ áÆdá 3 ÅWp úUp. 
ÀPÃ YoUm - £ñe ùLôpÄdá 4 ÅWp ¡r. 
TVu 
 CR]ôp RûXYÄ, RûXTôWm, Lïjç Åû\lé áQUôám. AûNîLs 
GÇRôám. 
Vatha Roga Pathiyam 
 “g¤âa¤âdhny gyD©lhF« kUªJ 
 g¤âa§fŸ nghdhš gy‹ nghF« - g¤âa¤âš 
 g¤âank bt‰¿fU« g©ojU¡fhjÈdh‰ 
 g¤âank c¤âba‹W gh®”  - njiua® bt©gh 
 À½VôÇ UìkçiæmúTôç Tj¾Vm LôlTç ÁLîm AYºVm. 
 “éÇçYoÅg ãeL\õVôt ×Ãdám YôRm 
 JÇëYoûLl úTÈp Àjçf£ñm ¸ÇùUôÆúV 
 LôolÀÉlé Ågºt LTm Ågãg Nh¼WRf 
 úNWléQo úSôVæ LôúR” 
       - TRôojRáQ ºkRôU½ 
 ie. Tamarind and Astringents increase vatham.  So the Sagana Vatham 
patients were advised to avoid tamarind and astringents. 
 
Diet 
 In  Pathartha Guna Chinthamani, the following diets are advised to vatha 
patients. 
 “br§fGÚ® nfh£lªnj‹ ÄsF ešby©bzŒ 
  j§F bgU§fhaª jGjhiH ba§bf§F§ 
 T£L áW K¤JbeŒ nfhâ tHªâitfŸ 
  th£L kÂy¤ij kâ” 
 “kh£L gw§»t§f khKU§if btŸstiu 
  eh£L§Tu¥ ãŠR e‰fUiz eh£LSiu 
 kh fUiz a§ fUÉš thj¤ bjGªJ tªj 
  nj fUiz e‰f¿ahª nj®” 
 “nkÅK‹id ahiueW ntiskÂ¤ j¡fhË 
  ahid beUŠ á‹KR¡if a¥igbeL§ fhÅòYiw 
 _¡Fw£il eštrit K‹ãitf É‰Ñiu  
  ah¡Ft®th í¤njfh¡ fhŒªJ” 
 “r¡fu t®¤â btŸis¢ rhuilgh f©KU§if 
 bfh¡fÉdª j‹eWª öJz«th® - ik¡ NHny 
 PrjKW fhdÆiy brªjË®f É‰¿dK« 
thjnj f®¡»urK« it”         - 
gjh®¤j Fz áªjhkÂ 
 br§fGÚ® nfhZl«  bgU§fha« 
 nj‹ ÄsF  ešby©bzŒ 
 jGjhiH á‰whkz¡bf©bzŒ  cSªJ 
 fšahz órÂ tGjd§fhŒ  btŸstu¡fhŒ 
 fhu¡fUiz F¥ignkÅ  K‹id 
 Miu ešntis  kÂ¤j¡fhË 
 ahid beUŠáš KRKR¡if  nfhit 
 griy f¤jÇ¡fhŒ  KU§if¥ãŠR 
 ghfš ãŠR fh£L¡ fUiz 
 

MODERN ASPECTS 
CERVICAL SPONDYLOSIS 
DEFINITION 
 Cervical spondylosis is a disorder of cervical spine characterised by 
increasing degeneration of the intervertebral disc with subsequent changes in 
the bones and soft tissues. 
 It is the arthrosis of the posterior intervertebral joints in the cervical 
vertebrae. It is common in middle aged and in elderly. 
EPIDEMIOLOGY 
 20-25% of the population are affected more than 45 years of age. More 
than 65yrs of age 70-85% of the population gets affected by cervical 
spondylosis. 
LOCATION 
v C
5
- C
6
 and C
6
-C
7 
roots have greater mobility during movements. 
v Therefore these roots are more commonly affected by cervical spondylosis. 
ETIOLOGY 
v The primary cause is the degenerative changes in the intervertebral disc 
with increasing age. 
v Degeneration of the intervertebral disc occurs secondary to  
 1 Rheumatoid arthritis 
 2. Osteo arthritis 
 3. TB spine 
TB Spine 
v Metastatic carcinoma (or) Iymphoma of bone (or) vertebral column. 
v Previous neck injury may also cause eventual cervical spondylosis. 
Injuries 
 It can be caused by repeated fractures (or) dislocations of the joints of 
Neck. These cause abnormal tear of joints, ligaments and structures 
surrounding it. 
Occupational strain 
v Physical strain 
v Intensity of work 
v Duration of working hours 
v Heavy lifting and twisting increases wear and tear. 
Osteoporosis 
v Results in small fractures to the spine. 
Bad posture 
 Incorrect posture adapted by habit or due to poor skeletal set up in neck. 
 

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY 
 In the development of cervical spondylotic myelopathy 3 important 
pathophysiological factors may be seen. 
 (i) Static Mechanical factor 
 (ii) Dynamic Mechanical factor 
 (iii) Spinal cord ischaemia. 
Static Mechanical factor 
v The intervertebral disc dry out and disc space reduces with ageing. 
v Therefore stress on articular cartilage resulting in osteophytic changes at 
the margin of these end plates. 
v Osteophytic formation and disc calcification occurs. 
v Ligamentum flavum may be stiffen. 
v Direct compression of spinal cord causes myelopathy. 
Dynamic Mechanical factor 
Flexion 
v Causes stretching over ventral osteophytic ridges.  
v So horizontal shift of fluid result in expansion of annular fibres 
posteriorly. 
v Due to prolonged forward flexing of vertebral column, posterior aspect of 
vertebral body seperates and the pressure causes liquid centre to bulge 
posteriorly. 
Extension 
 Ligamentum flavum enters into spinal cord causing reduction of spinal 
canal. 
Spinal cord Ischemia 
v Compression of Radicular arteries and territory of anterior sulcus 
arteries. 
v Venous infarctions due to obliteration of Medullary veins. 
v Movements of Neck causes narrowing of vessels resulting in development 
of vascular thrombosis. 
v Thickening of Adventitia of Anterior spinal artery. 
PATHOLOGY 
 The pathological condition of cervical spondylosis may be seen in 
v Intervertebral disc 
v Annulus 
v Uncovertebral joints 
v Apophyseal joints 
v Foramina 
v Biochemical and Microscopical changes 
 Age related degeneration and dehydration of intervertebral disc. 
Decreased cartilages between adjacent vertebral bodies. 
 Hypermobility of spinal segment, Bone - on bone apposition propagates 
bone spur formation which narrow the cervical spinal canal and it compress 
cervical nerve roots and spinalcord. The bony spur accounts for nodules known 
as Heberden’s nodes. 
Intervertebral Disc 
 The initial pathological changes in spondylosis originate in the disc 
space. 
 The disc degeneration occurs secondary to an alteration in the protein 
composition of disc matrix. 
 The molecular weight of glycoproteins in the disc decreases along with 
chondroitin sulfate content. The net effect is change in the osmotic properties 
of disc with increased flow of fluid. 
 The muscles becomes fibrous with degeneration. The process of 
dehydration occurs and concludes with reduction in water binding 
mucoprotein. 
Annulus 
 Focal necrosis and calcification is common. Osteophytes are formed 
producing stress on the periosteum. 
 
 
 
Uncovertebral joints 
 There is decrease in the disc height, the uncinate process against 
vertebral body. It undergoes erosion and formation of osteophytes. 
Apophyseal joints 
 Here pathological changes such as osteophyte formation, degeneration, 
erosion and lipping occurs. 
Foramina 
 Due to changes in fibrous tissue the foraminal space is narrowed. 
Microscopical and Biochemical changes 
 Demyelination in lateral column occurs and loss of Anterior horn cells 
are seen. 
 Demyelinated plaques, swelling of myalin, axons and ganglia found in 
white matter. 
 Stress on chondrocytes diminishes the synthesis of cathepsin, 
proteoglyconase and leads to alteration in collagen type I and II. 
 
 
 
SYMPTOMS AND SIGNS 
SYMPTOMS 
 Symptoms develop slowly but may get worsen suddenly. The common 
symptoms are 
 v Neck Stiffness 
 v Abnormal sensations 
 v Head ache 
The main symptoms are 
 v Cervical radiculopathy and 
 v Cervical myelopathy 
Cervical radiculopathy 
 Caused due to a slipped disc (or) other bone pinches irritating a nearby 
nerve. It is a sharp pain that travels  down one of the forearm (or) fingers 
(Brachialgia). 
 Shooting pain of pins and needles in the affected arm leads to a 
numbness while stretching and turning. It finally makes the pain worse. 
Cervical myelopathy 
v The spinal canal becomes narrower and compress the spinal cord 
(Stenosis). 

v Compression of spinal cord causes Heaviness (or) weakness of arm, Less 
 commonly urine and bowel incontinence, Lack of coordination. 
v Chronic cervical myelopathy may leads to permanent spinalcord damage 
and long term disability. 
Neck stiffness 
 Pain present in the nape of neck and radiates towards the shoulders, 
upper arm and hands. Stiffness causes crunching sounds with the movement 
of neck (or) shoulder muscles. 
Abnormal sensation 
 Cervical disc abnormality may leads to autonomic symptoms such as 
vertigo, flushing, Tinnitess, and visual blurring. 
Headache 
 The vertebrobasilar insufficiency are typically a brief attack of giddiness 
without loss of conciousness. Headache usually located in occiput on both 
sides and foramen transversorium. 
 It is described as a tight band round the head. 
SIGNS 
 v Intrinsic muscle atrophy 
 v Hyper reflexia 
 v 
 v Positive spurling’s sign 
 v Sensory abnormalities 
 v Superficial sensory loss 
 v Loss of vibratory sense. 
EXAMINATION OF CERVICAL SPINE 
Inspection 
 v Looking for Asymmetry 
 v Fracture malunion 
 v Scoliosis 
 v Tumours of Glands 
 v Muscular Torticollis 
 v Blisters 
 v Neoplasms 
 v Discolouration 
 v Pterygium colli (Webbed neck) 
Palpation 
 The anterior zone of the neck is bordered laterally by 2 
sternocleidomastoid muscles, caudal by the suprasternal notch, cephalad by 
the jaw. 
 The vertebral bodies may often be palpated from anterior by pressing the 
index  and middle fingers through an imaginary surgical approach to the neck 
between carotid sheath and sternocleido mastoidous muscles laterally. 
 Bent spinous process, irregularities and exostoses on spinous process, 
thick aponeuroses, unpalpable, bifurcation, unequal bifurcations are noted. 
Specific signs of lower cervical disc herniation. 
Disc                                    Features 
C
4 
- C
5
 Pain in shoulder and arm, Parasthesia/ Hyperasthesia of  
 C5 root distribution. Deltoid (or) Biceps weakness. 
C
5 
- C
6
 Hyperasthesia of lateral foramen and thumb, biceps and  
 supinator weakness. 
C
6 
- C
7
 Hyperasthesia of index and middle finger, Triceps and grip  
 weakness. 
C
7 
- T
1
 Uncommon ulnar hyperasthesia and  intrinsic muscle   
 weakness in the hand. 
Range of Motion 
Movement     Examination Normal Affected 
Flexion Touch chin to chin 600 Reduced 
 test with mouth closed 
Extension Looking up to the ceiling 70o Reduced 
Rotation Rotate chin to the sides 
 to reach up to shoulder 800 Reduced 
Lateral Neck bending towards shoulder 450 Reduced 
bending 
Provocative tests 
1. Neck compression test (spurling test) 
 Patients should have extend his neck, laterally flex and rotate to the side 
of the pain while siftting. 
 Give slight axial loading on the top of the head by giving downward 
pressure. When this causes radicular symptoms, cervical spondylosis is noted. 
2. Pectoralis muscle reflex 
 This is elicited by tapping the pectoralis tendon in the deltopectoral 
groove that causes adduction and internal rotation of the shoulder. 
 If hyperactivity is present it suggests compression in cervical spine (C
2
-
C
4
) 
 
3. Finger escape sign 
 The patient should hold his fingers extended and adducted. If the ulnar 
digits drift into abduction and  flexion within 30-60 sec. the test is positive. 
4. Lhermitte’s sign 
 Patient is asked to flex his neck upto the maximum. Electric shock like 
sensations run down to the center of back and into lower limbs during cervical 
spondylosis. 
5. Cervical distraction test 
 With the patient sitting, the examiner stands to the side of the patient 
placing one hand under patients chin and other hand under the base of the 
occiput. 
 When the patient head is gradually lifted to remove weight from the 
cervical spine it decreases pain and the symptoms. 
6. Scalene Maneuver (Adson’s test) 
 Patient should turn his  head to the affected side obliquely upwards and 
holds a deep inspiration. When the arm in slightly obstructed ipsilateral radial 
pulse is palpated. If the pulse diminishes thoracic outlet syndrome is noted. 
7. Arm abduction sign 
 This test is positive if the pain is relieved with upper extremity in this 
position. 
8. Tinel’s Sign 
 Elicited by tapping over the median nerve the carpel tunnel. 
9. Roo’s Test 
 The patient is asked to abduct the shoulders 90o, flex the elbow 90o and 
open and close the hands slowly for 3 minutes. 
 Hand pallor 
 Ulnar dyasthesias   Positive 
 Diminished pulse 
 suggest thoracic outlet syndrome 
DIAGNOSIS 
X-ray of Cervical spine 
v Antero posterior veiw 
v Lateral view 
v Right oblique view 
v Left oblique view 
v AP odontoid view 
Computerised tonography (CT Scan) 
 Degenerative changes, Posterior osteophytes  
Electromyography (EMG) 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
v Neural compression 
v Nerve conduction study 
v Myelogram - shows compression of spinalcord. 
COMPLICATION OF CERVICAL SPONDYLOSIS 
Permanent disability 
 Patients may become weak to walk and suffer too much pain to perform 
normal daily activities. 
Spinal Stenosis 
 Narrowing of space and cause injury to spinal cord. It may cause 
weakness (or) loss of control in the extremities. 
Nerve compression 
v Loss of coordination 
v Difficulty in walking 
v Loss of bladder (or) bowel control 
v Pseudo arthrosis  
v Spastic gait 
DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS 
Brachial neuralgia 
v Pain present along neck and one of the shoulder, sensory loss of the 
deltoid muscle. 
v Muscle wasting of infraspinatus, deltoid, seratus anterior. 
Thoracic outlet syndrome 
v Pain along ulnar border of fore arm 
v Asymmetry of radial pulses and subclavian bruit. 
v Wasting of thenar muscles 
v Horner’s syndrome 
v Cyanosis 
MANAGEMENT 
1. Non - Operative 
 1. Analgesics 
 2. Local modalities 
 3. Exercise programme and cervical traction. 
2. Operative 
 Operative treatment should be considered 
1. In the presence of intractable pain 
2. When there is evidence of radiculopathy or myelopathy 
3. vertebro basillar insufficiency 
Cervical Radiculopathy 
 Conservative treatment with analgesics and a cervical collar results in 
resolution of symptoms in the great majority of patients.  In chronic 
complicated cases foraminotomy or disc excision to be recommended. 
 
 
 
Cervical myelopathy 
 Surgical procedures, including laminectomy and anterior excision of disc 
may arrest progression in disability but do not usually result in neurological 
improvement and carry a significant risk particularly in the elderly, the 
judgement as to where surgery should be undertaken may be difficult.  
Manipulation of the cervical spine is not proven benefit and may precipitate 
acute neurological deterioration.  
PHYSIOTHERAPHY 
 In acute exacerbation of disease affecting the cervical spine, rest may be 
the initial treatment. 
Cervical Collar 
 Cervical collar are advised to wear temporary collar.  (Which is often 
made from Plastazote) for day time to restrict movement, and a soft collar for 
support at night.  A patient who is given a collar should be advised that the 
restriction in neck movement will alter other proprioception, for example he will 
need to take care in the dark or on entering darkened rooms when he may lose 
his balance.  A patient wearing a collar should not drive because judgement of 
relative distances will be imparied.  In the cases of vertebrobasillar 
insufficiency (VBI) cervical collar may be advised to the sufferers according to 
the sevearity. 
 
Cervical Traction 
 Vertebral traction should be the first choice of pain relief for patients 
suffering nerve root pain.  Intermittent sustained traction is carried out after 
careful positioning has localized the involved segment in such cases the 
treatment atleast once a day is essential, prolonged pain relief will take several 
days to obtain. 
 Cervical traction provides positive patient response and can relieve the 
pain associated with certain neck disorders.  It applies a stretch to muscles, 
ligaments and tissue components of the cervical spine.  It provides relief by 
promoting seperation of the intervertebral joint space, which contains the disc 
and may reduce a "bulge" or impingement of structures within the foramen.  It 
is not indicated for use in condition of instability such as with, "whiplash" 
injury.  It is most commonly used when the patient is in the supine position 
(lying on the back with knees bent at a 45O angle) with the neck placed at 20O-
30O of flexion (forward tilt). Using traction in this position helps stretch the 
posterior neck muscles and facilitate intervertebral separation, which relieves 
pressure that may be pinching nerves, therefore, promoting muscle relaxation 
and intervertebral separation. 
 
Exercise for Cervical Spondylosis 
 To start with exercises should be done sitting and the feet must rest on 
the floor or stool. Exercises should be done in front of a mirror, in order to get 
correct movements. 
 
1. Static Head and Neck Exercise :  
(no movement take place, muscles are  strengthened) 
v Place your hand on your forehead, with the hand stop forehead from 
bending forwards - 3 times increase to 5. 
v Place the hand behind the head, with yours hand stop the head from 
bending backwards - 3 times increases to 5. 
v Place right hand on right cheek and ear, stop the head from bending on 
right side - 3 times increase to 5. 
v Place the left hand on left cheek and left ear, stop the head from bending 
on left side - 3 times increase to 5. 
v Place right hand on right lower jaw stop the head from turning to right 
side - 3 times increase to 5. 
v Place left hand on left lower jaw, stop the head from turning to the left 
side 3 time increase to 5. 
 In other words give resistance with your hands to work the muscles as 
much as possible.  Continue the above static exercises.  If these suit, otherwise 
discontinue the static exercises. 
2. Exercise for Shoulder 
v Arms lift forwards, up and down - 5 times increases to 7-10 times 
v Arms lift sideways, up and down - 5 times, increase to 7-10 times 
v Arms lift forwards, part and together - 5 times increase to 7-10 times 
v Fingers on the shoulder with elbows bent: 
  Elbows circling forwards, upwards, backwards and downwards - 5 
times increase to 7-10 times 
  Elbows circling backwards, upwards, forwards and downwards 
v Shoulders bracing - 5 times, increase to 7-10 times 
v Right hand meeting left hand at the back (Right hand to be carried above 
the right shoulder, left hand carried from left side at the back and try to 
touch the right hand) Repeat the left hand carried above the left shoulder 
and the right hand turned in, carried from the side of trunk - 3 times each 
side, increase to 5-7 times. 
Instructions 
v Do not getting look down to read (or do any other work).  Bring the  reading 
materials to the eye level. 
v All neck movements can be performed with practice, by using trunk 
movements. 
v Use a low level pillow supporting the head and neck; pillow line upto the 
shoulders level. Otherwise not to be encouraged. 
v While laying on sides, head should be in neutral position.  Use one pillow 
and your hand to adjust the head, or in addition, one small pillow to 
adjust the head. Place one pillow infront to support the right arm if you 
are lying on right side, place a pillow to support your left arm. 
PREVENTION 
 1. Avoid sitting in cramped position. 
 2. Sleep without pillows 
 3. Use a soft fabric collar or towel to support the neck. 
 4. Avoid injury 
 5. Wear protective headgear for contact sports 
 6. Use seat belts in vehicles and 
 7. Keep head rests at proper height. 
Prognosis 
 The assessment of prognosis is attained by studying the pathological 
condition of the spinal cord and nerve roots.  Improvement can be felt with 
some of the reversible changes with drugs treatment.  In complicated cases 
improvement is not possible.  The sign and symptoms due to myelopathy are 
unmanageable.  Long history of suffering multiple disc lesions and in severe 
compression of spinal cord may adversely affect the prognosis. 
Exercises for Cervical Spondylosis 
 Here are basic stretches and exercises that can be used by almost 
everyone in pain, though you should always consult your doctor before 
beginning an exercise plan. Take 10-15 minutes a day and go through the 
entire routine for maximum relief.  
Neck Stretches 
v Follow these steps when practicing neck stretches: 
v Start in seated position (cross legged) 
v Sit up tall, reaching up through the top of the head 
v Draw shoulders back 
v Exhale, drop chin towards chest, keeping elbows and shoulders pulled 
back 
v Inhale, raise the head back to center 
v Do this five times, then on the last exhale, drop the chin and stay in this 
position for three breaths, breathing through the nose 
v Inhale, raise head back to center 
v Exhale, slowly drop right ear towards right shoulder 
v Inhale, raise head back to center 
v Do this five times, then on the last exhale, drop the ear towards the right 
shoulder and stay in this position for 3 breaths 
v Inhale, raise head back to center 
v Repeat on left side 
Half-Circles 
 Half circles in the front can be done instead. To do this, first drop your 
chin to your chest. Move your chin towards the right shoulder then back to 
your chest. Then move your chin towards the left shoulder and back towards 
the chest. Repeat this movement three to five times. 
Shoulder Moves 
 Hunch your shoulders as high as possible, then let them relax 
completely. Repeat this movement 5-6 times. Next, roll your shoulders in a 
backwards circular motion (lifting shoulders up, squeezing them back, 
dropping them down and then bringing them forward again). Repeat this 
motion 5-6 times, then move your shoulders in a forward circular motion. All 
these shoulder movements help to relax the muscles in your neck and upper 
back. Many of us hunch our shoulders unconsciously much of the time. Notice 
how they feel when they are relaxed and try to keep them this way.  
 

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF SAGANA VATHAM AND 
CERVICAL SPONDYLOSIS 
 “úLðúU Lïj¾u ¡ZûWdá úUíe 
 ùL¼Vô] LWÁWiå ÁLúY ùSôkç 
 YôðúU N¬WùUpXôm L]j¾ìdám 
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 HðúU ÂWiå Liæ ùUÃfNíiPô 
 úUt\Uôn NXkRôò Áñ¸d Lôæk 
 úRðúU ùLôh¼]ç úTôtLådám 
 NL]Yô Rj¾ÉP §odLk Rôú]” 
 - Ù¸ ºkRôU½ 800 
 “úLðúU Lïj¾u ¡ZûWdá úUím” 
 Human body have seven cervical vertebrae, twelve thoracic vertebrae and 
five lumbar vertebrae. Here cervical to lumbar vertebra is affected. 
 “ùL¼Vô] LWÁWiå ÁLúY ùSôkç” 
 These lines explain the radiating pain towards both upper limbs. There 
are eight pairs of cervical nerves having both dorsal and ventral nerve roots. 
These nerve roots comes through the intervertebral foramen. In cervical 
spondylosis, there is a narrowing of inter vertebral foramen due to abnormal 
osteophytes and ligament calcification. Due to degeneration of intervertebral 
disc and Secondary osteoarthrosis the C5 - C6, C6-C7, C7-C8 Verterbral levels 
and C5,C6, C7 roots are most commonly affected. 
 “YôðúU N¬WùUpXôm L]j¾ìdám” 
 Because of the neural sheath compression and neurological dysfunction 
there is gradual sensory loss in the form of numbness. Neurological 
examination of these Cervical spondylosis patients commonly shows 
paresthesia in the affected dermatomes. This is explained by the above line. 
v C5-root - Biceps, deltoid weakness - Paresthesia in upper lateral arm. 
v C6 - Brachio radialis - Paresthesia in Lower lateral arm thumb and index 
finger. 
v C7- Triceps - numbness in middle finger and wrist. 
v C8 - Paresthesia and hyperasthesia of inner forearm and little  finger. 
 “YôÄTìdá U]eLiæ UVdLUôám.” 
 In cervical myelopathy due to compression of vertebral artery there may 
be dizziness when turning head or bending the neck because the blood supply 
to the brain is decreased. Vertebro-basilar insufficiency and cervical instability 
causes giddiness in Sagana Vatham. 
 “HðúU ÂWiå Liæ ùUÃfNíiPôm” 
 In cervical myelopathy there may be burning sensation of eyes due to 
optic nerve irritation. 
 “Ht\Uôn NXkRôòm Cñ¸d Lôæm” 
 Urinary incontinence and constipation in cervical myelopathy  
     “úRðúU ùLôh¼]ç úTôtLådám” 
 Patient is unable to move his neck. There is muscular spasm in the early 
stage resulting in pain and neck  rigidity. Ligamental calcification also results 
in neck stiffness because of the spasm and neck stiffness, Pins & Needle 
sensation in arm shoulder and hand in the neck region which resembles 
scorpion bite. 
 

MATERIAL  AND  METHODS 
PREPARATION OF TRIAL DRUG 
INTERNAL 
1. Name of the medicine : Ayavathi Choornam 
2. Reference : Anuboga Vaidhya Navaneetham (Part 8) 
INGREDIENTS OF TRIAL DRUG 
1. Sivathai verthool (Operculina turpethum) - 455 gms 
2. Manjal Kadukkai thol (Terminalia chebula) - 455 gms 
3. Nilavarai thool (Cassia senna) - 210 gms 
4. Chukku (Zingiber officinale) -140 gms 
5. Thoothuvalai ver (Solanum trilobatum) - 35 gms 
6. Milagu (Piper nigrum) - 35 gms 
7. Induppu (Sodium chloride impura) - 35 gms 
8. Thandrikkai thol (Terminalia bellerica) - 35 gms 
9. Nelli mulli (Phyllanthus emblica) - 35 gms 
10. Lavangam (Syzygium aromaticum) - 35 gms 
11. Adimathuram (Glycyrrhiza glabra) - 35 gms 
12. Narcheeragam (Cuminum cyminum) - 35 gms 
13. Karunjeeragam (Nigella sativa) - 35 gms 
14. Elam (Elettaria cardamomum) - 35 gms 
15. Thippili (Piper longum) - 35 gms 
16. Kandangathari pazham (Solanum xanthocarpum) - 35 gms 
PURIFICATION 
Sivathai ver thool 
 The root is dried, powdered and is steamed with milk. 
Chukku 
 The outer dried skin is peeled off and taken.  
Induppu 
 It is mixed with Goat’s urine then heated, dried and taken. 
Other ingredients 
 Cleaned, dried and taken. 
Method of preparation: 
 All ingredients are powdered, mixed together and taken. 
Dose: 
 1 - 1½ Varagan (4.2 - 5.3 gms) given with Honey or Milk.  
Indication 
 All types of Vayu diseases. Diseases related to Vatham, Pitham and 
Kabam. 
Reference 
 Anuboga Vaidiya Navaneedam. 
 


INGREDIENTS OF TRIAL DRUG 
Sesame oil (Sesamum indicum)  -1.3 litres 
Oomathai ilai charu (Datura metel)  - 1.3 litres  
Karpooram (Camphor)  - 35 gms 
Omam (Carum copticum)  - 87.5 gms 
Patchai Chithiramoola verpattai  - 175 gms 
 (Plumbago zeylanica) 
Katralai charu (Juice of Aloevera)  - Sufficient amount 
Method of Preparation 
 Omam is grinded with Oomathai ilai charu and Patchai chithira moola 
verpattai is grinded with Katralai charu. Then all the paste, herbal juices and 
sesame oil are taken in a vessel and heated until contents become wax like 
consistency. It is filtered and finally karpooram is added and used for external 
application 
 Dose  - 30ml 
 Indication - Kai, Kaal kudaichal 
    Mudakku 
    Pidippu 
    Iduppu vali 
    Parisa Vatham 
Reference 
 Kannusamy Parambarai Vaithiyam 
 

RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS 
 
Results of the study were observed with respect to the following criteria. 
1. Sex distribution 
2. Age distribution 
3. Predisposing factors 
4. Duration of illness 
5. Aetiological Factors 
6. Occupational status 
7. Living lands (Thinai) 
8. Paruva Kalam (Seasonal changes) 
9. Mukkuttram 
10. Udal thathukkal 
11. Envagai thervugal 
12. Pulse Reading  (Naadi) 
13. Neikkuri  
14. Clinical Presentation 
15. Provocative test 
16. Number of days treated 
17. Clinical Laboratory 
18. Radiological Findings 
19. Curative Effect 
Out of 40 cases 14 cases are admitted in Inpatient ward. 
1.  Distribution Based on Sex: 
 
Sex No. of  cases Percentage 
Male 21 54 
Female 19 46 
 
The incidence of this discomfort saganavatham among 40 cases, 19 are female 
(46%) and 21 are male (54%). 
2.  Distribution According to Age: 
 
S.No. Age  No. of Cases Percentage 
1 31-40 6 15 
2 41-50 9 19 
3 51-60 16 41 
4 61-70 7 20 
5 25-30 2 5 
 
Among the cases for analysis the highest incidence was in the age between 51 to 
60 (41%), lowest incidence was in the age between 25-30(5%) and 41-50 (19%) 
3.  Distribution According to Predisposing Factors: 
 
S.No. Predisposing Factors  No. of Cases Percentage 
1 Diabetes mellitus 8 20 
2 Hypertension 10 25 
 
Some authors suggest that the history or past history of few disorders were 
predisposing factors for saganavatham.  Hence Diabetes, Hypertension, Tuberculosis, 
Radiotherapy were noted in all 40 cases.  Among them 8 patients (20%) were diabetic  

and 10 patients (25%) were hypertensive.  But no history of Radiotherapy and 
Tuberculosis among the 40 cases. 
 
4.  Distribution According to the duration of illness: 
 
S.No. 
Duration of illness 
(Months ) 
No. of Cases 
Percentage 
1 0-1 5 15 
2 1-3 5 13 
3 3-6 10 28 
4 6-12 10 25 
5 12-24 8 20 
6 24-36 2 4 
    
 
5. Distribution based on Etiological factors: 
 
Ageing was the common etiological factor for all cases.  Apart from that other 
precipitating factors for all these 40 cases were analysed and noted. 30 cases (75%) has 
positive occupation history and each 4 cases (5%) had the history of trauma and other 
causes respectively. 
 
S.No. Precipitating Factors No. of Cases Percentage 
1 Miscellaneous  6 20 
2 Occupation 30 75 
3 Traumatic history 4 5 
 
6.  Incidence based on Occupations: 
To find out and give clear data about the occupational hazards in Saganavatham 
patient, the nature of all the 40 patient’s occupations were thoroughly investigated and 
was given in the table.  Among them 45%  of them were Beedi rolling worker and 50%  

(7 patients) of them were Tailors. 33% (patients) of them were Drivers.  5% (2 patient) of 
them Agricultural labours. 13% was clerical worker and House wife respectively. 
 
 
S.No. Occupation (Type) 
No. of 
Cases 
Percentage 
1 Beedi Rolling 18 45 
2 Tailoring 7 50 
3 Drivers 5 33 
4 Clerical work 3 13 
5 Agricultural labours 2 5 
6 Weight bearing workers 5 20 
 
7. Distribution according to living lands: 
 
S.No. Thinai 
No. of 
Cases 
Percentage 
1 Kurinchi  (Hill area) 2 4 
2 Mullai  (Forest Area) - - 
3 Marutham  (Fertile area) 35 91 
4 Neithal  (Coastal Area) 2 5 
5 Paalai  (Desert Area) - - 
 
The people who were living in Marutham land were more commonly affected by 
saganavatham.  Out of 40 cases taken for discussion, 35 were from Marutham 91%, 2 
was from Neithal  (5%) and 2 were from Kurinji (4%). 

8.  Seasonal Reference: 
 
S.No. Kaalam Months 
No. of 
Cases 
Percentage 
1 Kaarkaalam 
Aavani – Purattasi 
(August 15 – October 14) 
3 7 
2 Koothirkaalam 
Ippasi - Karthigai 
(October 15 – December 14) 
7 18 
3 Munpani 
Margali – Thai 
(December – 15 – February 14) 
2 5 
4 Pinpani 
Masi – Panguni 
(February 15 – April 14) 
- - 
5 Ilavenil 
Chithirai - Vaigasi 
(April 15 – June 14) 
8 20 
6 Muthuvenil 
Aani – Aadi 
(June 15 – August 14) 
20 50 
9.  Analysis based on Mukkutram 
 
Derangement in Vatham: 
 
S.No. Vayu No. of Cases Percentage 
1 Pranan 1 1 
2 Abanan 12 30 
3 Viyanan 40 100 
4 Udhanan 10 3 
5 Samaanan 40 100 
6 Naagan 4 12 
7 Koorman 5 13 
8 Kiruharan - - 
9 Thevathathan 15 38 
10 Thanajayan - - 
In all the 40 cases viyanan and samaanan were affected (100%).   
Udhanan was deranged in 10 cases (3%), Naagan and Koorman were altered in 13%  

cases due to old age.  Thevathathan was deranged in 5 cases (38%) indicating lethargy 
and disturbed sleep. 
 
Derangement of Pitham: 
 
S.No. Vayu No. of Cases Percentage 
1 Anarpitham 20 50 
2 Ranjaga pitham 10 25 
3 Alosaga pitham 5 18 
4 Prasaga pitham - - 
5 Saathagapitham 40 100 
 
The five types of pitham were analysed in all 40 cases.  Saathagapitham was altered in 
all cases (100%) evidenced as difficulty in handling their regular duties because of pain  
& stiffness in neck & upper limb.  Anarpitham was affected in 20 cases (50%) indicating 
anorexia.  Ranjagapitham was affected in 10% patients denoting low haemoglobin count.  
Derangement of Kabam: 
 
S.No. Kabam No. of Cases Percentage 
1 Avalambagam - - 
2 Kilethagam - - 
3 Pothagam - - 
4 Tharpagam 5 13 
5 Santhigam 40 100 
 
The five types of kabam were analysed in all twenty cases.  Deranged santhigam 
was found in all 40 cases (100%) and altered tharpagam was noted in  5 cases (13%). 
 

10. Derangement in Udal Thathukkal: 
S.No. Basic Elements of Body 
No. of 
Cases 
Percentage 
1 Saaram (Lymph) 40 100 
2 Senneer (Blood) 10 25 
3 Oon (Muscle) - - 
4 Kozhuppu (Fat and Fat deposits) - - 
5 Enbu (Bone) 40 100 
6 Moolai (Bone marrow) - - 
7 Sukkilam/Suronitham - - 
 
Saaram and Enbu were affected in all 40 cases (100%) Seneer affected in 10 cases 
(25%).   Moolai and Sukkilam were normal in 40 cases. 
 
11. Eight parameters in our system 
  (Envagai thervugal) 
 
S.No. Parameters 
No. of Cases 
Affected 
Percentage 
1 
2 
Naa 
Niram 
10 
5 
60 
25 
3 Mozhi (Speech) - - 
4 Vizhi 10 - 
5 Sparisam 5 25 
6 Malam 12 75 
7 Moothiram - - 
8 Naadi - - 
    
 
12. Pulse Reading (Naadi) 
S.No. Parameters No. of Cases Percentage 
1 Vatha pitham 14 35 
2 Pitha vatham 14 33 
3 
4 
Vatha Kabam 
Pitha Kabam 
5 
7 
15 
17 
 
13. Neikkuri Analysis 
 
S.No. Inference 
No. of 
Cases 
Percentage 
1 Spreading like snake 15 37 
2 Spreading like a ring 12 30 
3 Spreading like a pearl 10 25 
4 Other shapes 3 7 
 
14. Distribution according to clinical presentation : 
S.No. Clinical features 
No. of 
Cases 
Percentage 
1 Pain in the nape of neck 40 100 
2 Stiffness in the neck 28 70 
3 Pain in upper limb 40 100 
4 Radiating pain 30 75 
5 Head ache 10 25 
6 Giddiness 25 62.5 
7 Numbness in upper limb 20 50 
8 Muscular wasting - - 
9 Constipation 12 30 
10 Feeling of heaviness of body - - 
11 Burning sensation of the eye - - 
12 Weakness of upper limb 12 30 
13 Mental depression 3 8 
 
The signs and symptoms noted in saganavatham patients are given in the above 
table.  Pain in the nape of the neck and in upper limb were almost present in all the 40 
cases.  Among them 28 patient had got stiffness in the neck (70%).  75% of them had 
Radiating pain 50% of the patient has Numbness in the upper limb.  Constipation was 
reported in 12 patient (30%).  Each 12 patients (30%) had weakness of upper limb and 
8%  mental depression respectively.  
 
 
 

15. Distribution based on provocative test: 
 
S.No Clinical Features No. of Cases Percentage 
1 Spurling’s Test Postive 40 cases 100 
2 Lhemmitte’s sign Postive 30 cases 75 
3 Arm Abduction sign 20 case positive 50 
4 Finger flexion test Negative Negative 
5 Tinel’s sign Negative Negative 
6 Roo’s Test Negative Negative 
7 Adson’s test Negtive Negative 
 
Based on modern aspect, for the diagnostic purpose and to determine the 
differential diagnosis, few provocative tests were done and noted in all 40 cases spurling 
test (100%), Lhermmitte sign were positive in 30 cases (75%). Tinels sign, Adson’s Test, 
Roo’s test were negative in all cases. 
16. Distribution According to the total number of days for treatment: 
 
S.No. No. of days for Treatment 
No. of 
Cases 
Percentage 
1 15-30 7 18 
2 31-44 27 67 
3 45-50 6 15 
Among the 40 cases, 67% were treated for 15-30 days,  18% were treated each 1 
to 15 days and 36-45 days above 15%. 
 
 
 
 
 
17. Observations of other Clinical Laboratory Examinations: 
All the time of admission and discharge routine laboratory examination were done 
and values were recorded. 
 
Haematological studies: 
Among the 40 patients, 10 of them found as anaemic.  Blood sugar was increase in 
8 cases (20%).  Cholesterol increase in 3 cases (8%) and urea were normal. 
WBC Count:  
Total count was found in between 8000 to 11000. In few cases the lymphocyte and 
neutrophil were little higher. 
 
Erythrocyte sedimentation rate: 
At the time of admission ESR was found in between 30 to 50 (half and one hour).  
During discharge it was reduced. 
 
Urine analysis: 
Out of 40 cases Urine sugar reported in 10 cases as they were known diabetic. 
They were treated with Mathumega chooranam and Thiribala chooranam in addition to 
trail drugs. 
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 



DISCUSSION 
 
 The correlation of Sagana vatham with the signs and symptoms of the disease Cervical 
spondylosis  is given clearly in the comparative study by the author and then initial sorting of 
information among the data extracted for the analysis include age, sex, duration of presenting 
symptoms,pre disposing or precipitating factors that provoked pain and their radiological 
findings. 
      The drugs used for this clinical trial are AYAVATHI CHOORANAM internally and 
VATHA KAJA KESARI THYLAM (externally).The detailed discussion of this dissertation 
topic by the author is based on the results and observations. 
Age distribution 
      This study shows that the highest incidence of Sagana vatham is more than 50 years of age. 
Degeneration due to ageing is the important cause of Cervical spondylosis. It is already 
explained by the Modern science. 
 This information is bestowed by our Siddhars as the wordings, 
 “Rô]Pô ºWk¾ìmÀl À\kRÀsû[ 
  R]dál ÀWUºìh¼ Ö\ôiå RuÉp 
 H]Pô YôûXVç DûWk Rôám 
  CìTçRô ]ôáUhåm Y[ìm Àsû[ 
 Sô]Pô ùYôÇúTôá êlT Rôi¼p 
  SôtTçdás AZáúTôm Sô¼l Tôì 
 úY]Pô ûYmTRôm YVç RuÉp 
  ÅûWkçÀì ¾ÅÂpAlé úUîm TôúW” 
 In cervical spondylosis, the target sites affected are Bones, muscles, Nerves, Hair which 
are the components of Pirthvi and Blood, Urine, fat which are the components of appu bhootha. 
 As per siddhar’s concept at the age of 50 the combination of appu and prithvi in the body 
takes place. 
 Appu + Prithvi = Kabam (It is the Uyir thadu that is responsible for destruction) 
 Therefore degeneration takes place above 50 years. 
Sex distribution 
     Majority affected sex is male (54%) . Common cause for this may be entrapping of calcium 
from body above fifty years of age and from history, their occupation may be one of the reasons 
for male dominance. 
Living lands(Thinai) 
     The incidence of Sagana vatham is highest in people from Marutha nilam(100%). 
    Generally in marutha nilam , all the three doshas are in physiological ratio.But for these 40 
patients, the occupation and age delimit the physiological ratio and hence responsible for the 
higher incidence of  Sagana vatham. 
Socio economic status 
 70% of the people reported the signs and symptoms of Sagana vatham were under the 
povertyline. This may be indirectly responsible for the higher risk through their occupation. Also 
having less Nutrition supply. 
Seasonal distribution 
 Mudhuvenil kaalam (15thJun-14thAug)  shows the highest incidence of 50% and next 20% 
cases are reported during Ilavenil kaalam(15thApr-14thJun) .This may be caused by changes in our 
digestive power with the varying seasons. 
Precipitating factors 
 Already the author has explained that the ageing is the common cause for Sagana 
vatham.Apart from that, occupation is the major (100%) precipitating factor. 
Occupational references 
        The major occupation among 40 cases is Beedi rolling  workers which is estimated  as 
45%.(18 cases), followed by  Drivers which accounts 33% (5 cases). Tailors also affected and is 
estimated in 50% (7 cases) 3 patient 13% had a history of clerical work, who reported the signs 
and symptoms of Sagana vatham.Constant posterior stretching  by these four types of occupation 
is responsible for the symptoms. 
         Agricultural labourers and weight bearers are the victims of Sagana vatham. Saint Yugi 
muni  remarked  this as  “TôWùUnRp” which is one of the causes of vatha disease. This is 
repeatedly  remarked by the modern text book of Orthopaedics (author Gulgarni) as Cervical 
spondylosis.That is common  to workers who carry  approximately 100 kg weight on their 
shoulders. 
Clinical manifestations 
 Pain in the nape of the neck and in upper limbs present in all 40 cases (100%). 40% of 
cases had constipation. 
Derangement in Vatham 
 Viyanan, Samanan were affected in all the 40 cases (100%)  
Derangement in Pitham 
 Sathagapitham was affected in all the 40 cases.(100%) 
Derangement in Kabham 
 Santhigam was affected in all 40 cases (100%) 
Eight parameters in our system:( Envagai thervugal) 
 Burning sensation of eyes was found in 10 cases (10%).At the time of admission 18 
patients (40%) were reported  to have  constipation.It was treated by  laxative medicine. 
 In urine examination by neerkuri and neikuri , in 15 patients(37%) oil spreads like snake 
and in 12 cases (30%) spreads like ring  and in 10 patients (25%) spread like pearl. 
 
Pulse reading (Naadi) 
       It was noted in all 40 cases . Vatha pitham was observed in 35%  of cases. 
Laboratory investigation 
 1. Urine ( albumin, sugar , deposit ) and 2. Blood (Total count, Differential count, ESR, 
Haemoglobin,sugar,urea,serum cholesterol) were done for all 20 cases. 
 Anaemia was found in 5 cases (13%cases) . ESR was raised in 11 cases  and after 
treatment it was reduced. 
 Out of the 14 In-Patients treated , 5 cases were found to have diabetes mellitus and 2 
cases were found to be hypertensive. 
 These patients continued their oral anti- diabetic drugs Madhumega chooranam-1gm and 
Thiribala chooranam -1gm thrice a day with luke warm water and anti- hypertensive drugs. Asai  
chooranam and Venthamarai chooranam each 1gm thrice a day with luke warm water as they 
were taking along with the trial drugs. Their blood sugar levels were monitered and blood 
pressure recordings were noted and kept control during the treatment.   
Radiographic studies 
 These studies shows narrowing of intervertebral disc space , presence of degenerative 
changes, osteophytes, osteolytic and sclerotic changes, osteoporotic changes and mal-alignment. 
 The trial drugs showed improvement in prognosis of the disease clinically. 
 
Treatment  
 The treatment was aimed to correct the deranged doshas and providing relief from 
symptoms.Before treatment , the patients were advised to take 15 ml of Vellai ennai  with luke 
warm water during early morning in empty stomach for purgation.The patient was asked to take 
rest from internal medicine and other activities on that day. 
          The author treated the patients with trial drugs Ayavathi churanam 1.5g internally thrice a 
day with honey (or) Milk and Vatha kaja kesari thylam  externally.During treatment, the patients 
were advised to  follow diet restrictions. ( avoid tamarind , tubers etc) and advised to avoid 
pillows.   
SIRAPPU MARUTHUVAM TECHNIQUES APPLIED IN  SAGANA 
VATHAM PATIENTS: 
a) Thokkanam(massage) 
 Among the 40 cases, 25 cases were treated additionally by thokkanam with Vatha kaja 
kesari thylam regularly.The procedural photographic illustrations of the patients are given by the 
author. These 25 patients showed a positive quick response in all signs and symptoms when 
compared with other 15 cases. 
 b) Yogasanas 
 Few asana procedures were explained by the author for all the  cases during their later 
days of treatment and advised to follow up regularly and asked to visit after a month. Few 
patients consulted the author and gave positive response for Asana therapy. 
c) Exercises 
        Among 40 cases, 30 patients were selected and asked to do simple exercises.Among the 30 
cases, 20 patients showed quick relief of pain when compared with  patients,who were not  
advised for exercises. 
d) Pranayama 
          The author advised all the 40 patients to do pranayama regularly in  future. 
Curative effect 
 On the basis of assessment of curative effect of the trial drugs, improvement  was 
recorded in majority of cases(40%). 
 Clinical cure was observed in 18% of cases.Among them 9 % had  below one month 
duration of illness, 6% had 1-3 months illness, 3% had 3-6 months illness. 
 Marked effect  was assessed in 67% of patients  consisting of 22% with 1-3 months 
duration of illness, 23% with 3-6 months illness and 22%  with 6-12 months illness. 
 No effect was observed in 15% of the patients. 
Bio chemical analysis 
 Bio chemical analysis of the trial drug was done in the Department of Bio chemistry, 
Government Siddha Medical College, Palayamkottai. 
Ayavathi chooranam contains, 
 1. Calcium 
 2. Ferrous iron 
 3. Starch 
 4. Tannic acid 
 5. Amino acids 
 6. Unsaturated compounds 
Pharmacological analysis 
 Pharmacological  studies  done in Pharmacology Department of Government Siddha 
Medical College, Palayamkottai.The results were reported as follows, 
Internal medicine 
Ayavathi chooranam possess 
     a) Significant Analgesic effect 
    b) Moderate Acute Anti-inflammatory effect 
External medicine 
 Vatha kaja kesari thylam has Significant Anti-inflammatory effect.    
                   
SUMMARY 
         40 cases with Sagana vatham were diagnosed clinically based on the saint Yugi 800 and 14 
cases admitted  in the In-patient ward of post-graduate department of Sirappu Maruthuvam, 
Government Siddha Medical College and Hospital, Palayamkottai and treated with the trial 
medicine. 
v Before starting the treatment,careful detailed history was carried out and recorded for the 
40 selected cases. 
v The various Siddha aspects of examination of the disease were carried out  and data were 
recorded in the proforma. 
v Laboratory diagnosis of Sagana vatham was done by modern methods of investigation. 
v The trial medicine chosen for both internal and external treatment were Ayavathi 
chooranam 1.5g (thrice)  a day  and Vatha kaja kesari thylam for external application. 
v During the period of treatment all the patients were put under pathiyam(A special dietary 
regimen) 
v A periodical laboratory investigation was made for all the cases along with the 
radiological investigation. 
v The observations made during the clinical study shows that the main internal drug 
Ayavathi Chooranam is clinically effective.            
v Though there was appreciable clinical improvement, there was not much remarkable  
radiographic changes. 
v Along with medication ,the patients were advised over their dietary habits and to practise 
yoga and simple exercises. 
v The advantage of the selected drugs were listed as, 
v The drugs were found to be free from adverse effects.        
v The raw materials were available in almost all season. 
v And finally it is economic. 
            These merits were essential in promoting this drug in future globally.       

CONCLUSION 
 
 All the 40 patients were treated for this dissertation work with Ayavathi Chooranam 1.5g  
thrice a day with honey (or) Milk and Vatha Kaja Kesari thylam externally. 
The results were observed as , 
 Marked effect  - 67% 
 Clinical cure   - 18% 
 No effect  - 15% 
 This result of the clinical trial illustrates the fruitful effect of the drugs. Hence these drugs 
and methodology of the treatment will become one of the milestones in treating Sagana vatham 
patients in future. 

GUNAPADAM ASPECT  
ORGANOLEPTIC CHARACTERS OF TRIAL DRUGS 
INTERNAL MEDICINE 
1. ºYûR 
 Botanical Name : Operculina turpethum 
 Family : Convolvulaceae 
 Parts used : Roots 
 ãûY : ûLlé 
 RuûU : ùYlTm 
 ÀÃî : Lôolé 
 ùNnûL : ¨o UXm úTôd¸ (Purgative) 
 ãj¾ êû\ : úYûW TôÄp úYL ûYjç Gåjçd ùLôs[   
  ãj¾ 
ùTôç áQm 
 “Es[UXêm ERYôojR êmYÂtû\d 
 ùLôsðÀjR YôRêmúTôe ÏñeLôp - Àsû[Lháf 
 ùNlé ¸WNêm úTôk úRú]! ëXLjçs 
 RlÀp ºYûRdáj Rôu!    - (A.á) 
ùTôìs 
 ÀjR YôR úSônLs §ìm, UXm ùYÇúVñm. 
Constitutents: 
 Ferric oxide, Turpethinic acids, A, B, C, D & E Scopoletin. 
2. UgNs LådLôn : (úYñ ùTVoLs: YÃdLôn, AêRm, CúWN¸, ATWQm) 
 Botanical Name : Terminalia chebula 
 Family : Combretaceae 
 Parts used : Fruit 
 ãûY : êd¸V ãûY - çYolé 
   AjçPu ºÈç CÉlé, éÇlé, Lôolé, ûLlé,  
   ùTtÈìdám. 
 RuûU : ùYlTm 
 ÀÃî : CÉlé 
 ùNnûL : ¨o UXm úTôd¸ (Purgative) 
   EPp úRtÈ (Alterative) 
   çYolÀ (Astringent) 
ùTôç áQm: 
 “RôûP LïjRd¸ Rôí áÈÂÅPl 
 ©ûP ºÄTRêt úT¾êPm - BûPùVhPôj 
 ÕXÁ¼ éiYôR úNô½Lô UôûXÂWi 
 PôXÁ¼ úTômYÃdLô Vôp” 
ùTôìs: 
 LådLôÂ]ôp Lu]m, Lïjç, Sô, Bi áÈ CqÅPeLÇu úSônLs, 
LôX¼l étñ úSôn, A¾ÕXm, C¼léi, YôRãúWô½RYôRm, LôUôûX, RôYW 
NeLUÅPeLs úTôám. 
Constituents 
 Tannin, Chebulinic Acid, Gallic acid, Anthraquinone. 
3. ¿XôYôûW : (úYñ ùTVoLs : ¿XYôûL, BXLôXm, áVj¾]XûL, RôÇÉ) 
 Botanical Name : Cassia senna 
 Family : Caesalpiniaceae 
 Parts used : Leaf 
 ãûY : ûLlé (ùYáhPp) 
 RuûU : ùYlTm 
 ÀÃî : Lôolé 
 ùNnûL : ¨o UXm úTôd¸ (Purgative) 
   UXÁ[d¸ (Laxative) 
ùTôç áQm 
 “¿XôYôûW ÂuáQkRôu ¨úLs UÂúX! 
 TXØX YôëùYlé TôûYf - ºX¸Wk¾ 
 ùTôpXôR áuU ùTôìêUXd LhåêRp 
 GpXô UNtñùU] Gi”    - (A.á) 
ùTôìs 
 CR]ôp ØXYôë, ùYlé, ¸Wk¾, áuUm, SôhThP UXfºdLp §ìm. 
Constituents 
 Anthroquinone, Glycosides. 
4. ãdá : (úYñ ùTVoLs : AìdLu, ARLm, ãi¼ ùN[i¼, ÅPØ¼V 
AÁoRm) 
 Botanical Name : Zingiber officinale 
 Family : Zingiberaceae 
 Parts used : Rhizome (dried) 
 ãûY : ûLlé 
 RuûU : ùYlTm 
 ÀÃî : Lôolé 
  
ùNnûL : ùYlTêiPôd¸ (Stimulant) 
   Tºj§jÕi¼ (Stomachic) 
   ALhåYônYLtÈ (Carminative) 
ùTôç áQm 
 “ÑûXUkRm ùSgùNÃlé úRôPúUl TmUZûX 
 ØXm CûWlÀìUp Ødá¨o - YôXLT 
 úRôPU¾ NôWSó ùRôPoYôR áuU¨oj 
 úRôPmB UmúTôdág ãdá!   - (A.á) 
ùTôìs 
 CR]ôp ùNÃVôûU, UôoùTÃfNp, éÇúVlTm, ùYlTm, ¡rYôn úSôn, 
CûWlé, CìUp, LÆfNp, ¨úWt\m, Tôiå áQUôám. 
Constituents 
 Phellandrene, Gingerol, Gingerin, Oleo Resin. 
5. ÕçYû[ : (úYñ ùTVoLs : A[odLm, ºeLYpÄ) 
 Botanical Name : Solanum trilobatum 
 Family : Solanaceae 
 Parts used : Leaf, flower, root 
 ãûY : ºñûLlé, Lôolé 
 RuûU : ùYlTm 
 ÀÃî : Lôolé 
 ùNnûL : ùYlTêiPôd¸ (Stimulant) 
   úLôûZVLtÈ (Expectorant) 
   EWUôd¸ (Tonic) 
 
 
ùTôç áQm 
 úYo : “YôR ÀjRL TjûRë UôtñúYo” - (A.á) 
 CûX : “LôçUkRm LôùRïfº LôNk ¾]îURm 
   KçUkR êjúRôPm EhÑûX” - (A.á) 
 ×  : “IVêPu ÀjRm ALím AúWôNLm úTôm” 
        - (A.á) 
ùTôìs 
 EPÄp IVjRôp EiPôám CìUp, CûWlé, ùTìYÂñ, UôoéfNÇ, 
¨úWt\m CûY ¨eám. 
Constituents 
 Proteins, Alkaloids, Saponins, Tannins, Solanine. 
6. Á[á : (úYñ ùTVoLs : LôVm, UûXVôÇ, NìUTkRm, UôNm) 
 Botanical Name : Piper nigrum 
 Family : Piperaceae 
 Parts used : Seed, Climber 
 ãûY : ûLlé, Lôolé 
 RuûU : ùYlTm 
 ÀÃî : Lôolé 
 ùNnûL : Lô\íiPôd¸ (Acrid) 
   ALhåYônYLtÈ (Carminative) 
   êû\ùYlTLtÈ (Antiperiodic) 
   R¼léiPôd¸ (Rubefacient)   
   ùYlTêiPôd¸ (Stimulant) 
   YôRUPd¸ (Antivatha) 
 
ùTôç áQm 
 “§Vô¸ ùVeám ¾ÃëUûR VôYjç 
 úUôVôU ùXlT¼ë êiPôdLôt - TôVôç 
 úTôk¾ÁoYô Re¸Wk¾ éi¦ìm UiQYodám 
 Lôk¾ùUnYô RfNílûTd Lôn”  
ùTôìs 
 YÇ, §, LTdát\eLs Aû]jûRëm ¨dám. ¾ÁoYôRm, LZûX, YÇ, NÇ 
ALtñm. 
Consituutents 
 Piperine, Piperidine, Chavicine, Piperitine. 
7. Ckçlé : (úYñ ùTVoLs : ûNkRYm, ºkÕWm, U¾ëlé, U¾ÏoûU, 
ÁkRôfùNôp, Nk¾Wòlé) 
 Chemical Name : Sodium chloride impura 
 ùNnûL : ALhåYônYLtÈ (Carminative) 
   ºñ¨o ùTìd¸ (Diuretic) 
   Tºj§jÕi¼ (Stomachic) 
ùTôç áQm 
 “AhPáuU UkRm AºodLWgÑo £RÀjRk 
 çhPûYVm Sô¼léi úPôPeLs - ùLhPUXd 
 LhåÅP ÅkûRVd LôÁVúSôn YuLWlTôu 
 ÅhåÅP ÅkçlûT Ås” 
 
 
ùTôìs 
 GiÅR áuUm, UXTkRm, Å`m, ãd¸Xm, RûX, ÅÆ, Sô, RkRØXm 
TtÈV úSônLs, úSj¾W LôNm, CWjR ØXm áQUôám. 
Constituents 
 Tanin, Chebulic acid, Valleric acid, Chebulonic acid, -Sitosterol 
8. RôuÈdLôn : (úYñ ùTVoLs : AêRm, NRLm, ¾ÈÄeLm, RôÉdLôn) 
 Botanical Name : Terminalia bellerica 
 Family : Combretaceae 
 Parts Used : Leaf, fruit, seed 
 ãûY : çYolé 
 RuûU : ùYlTm 
 ÀÃî : CÉlé 
 ùNnûL : çYolTõ (Astringent) 
   úLôûZVLtÈ (Expectorant) 
   UXÁ[d¸ (Laxative) 
   EWUôd¸ (Tonic)   
ùTôç áQm 
 “ºXk¾ÅPm LôÁVléi £Zô] úULe 
 LXkçYìm YôRÀjRe LôúXô - PXokçPÄp 
 FuÈdLôn ùYlT ê¾WÁj çeLWdák 
 RôuÈdLôn ûLÂùXåj Rôp” 
 
 
ùTôìs 
 ºXk¾ Sgã, BiáÈléi, ùYsû[, áì¾VZp úSôn, YÇ, § 
át\eL[ôp Yìm úSônLs úTôám. 
Constituents 
 Tanin, Chebulic acid, Valleric acid, Chebulonic acid, -Sitosterol 
 
9. ùSpÄêsÇ : (úYñ ùTVoLs : BXLm, BUXLm, Rôj¾Ã, úLôWeLm) 
 Botanical Name : Phyllanthus emblica 
 Family : Euphorbiaceae 
 Parts Used : Leaf, unripe fruit, seed, root 
 ãûY : éÇlé, çYolé, CÉlé 
 RuûU : RhTm 
 ÀÃî : CÉlé 
 ùNnûL : UXÁ[d¸ (Laxative) 
   ºñ¨olùTìd¸ (Diuretic) 
   áÇofºëiPôd¸ (Refrigerant) 
ùTôç áQm 
 “CpXô UXL ÁWiå UÂu\ôú] 
 ÂpXô UXLÁìdáúU - CpXôUp 
 YôûZd LÉëm YûPë Áïç êiTôu 
 YôûZd LÉëu ûYjR Yu” 
ùTôìs 
 CR]ôp YpûX, UúLôRWm, RûXYÄ, úULExQm, Yôë, RòoYôë, 
ùTìYÂñ, ØXm §ìm. 
 
Constituents 
 Tanin, Vitamin C 
 
10. CXYeLm : (úYñ ùTVoLs : AgãLm, ¸Wômé, ¾WÇ, YWôeLm) 
 Botanical Name : Syzygium aromaticum 
 Family : Myrtaceae 
 Parts Used : Dried flower buds 
 ãûY : LôWm, ÅñÅñlé 
 RuûU : ùYlTm 
 ÀÃî : Lôolé 
 ùNnûL : CºYLtÈ (Antispasmodic) 
   ALhåYônYLtÈ (Carminative) 
   Tºj§jÕi¼ (Stomachic) 
ùTôç áQm 
 “ÀjR UVdLm úT¾úVôå Yôk¾ëmúTôm 
 ãjRÅWj ReLTóTk úRôuñúUô - ùUjR 
 CXYeLe ùLôiPYìd úLt ãLUôám 
 UXUeúL LhåùU] Yôrjç” 
ùTôìs 
 UVdLm, úT¾, Yôk¾, áì¾dLÆfNp, ùNÅúSôn, Li½p ×, TûPLs 
§ìm. 
Constituents 
 Eugenol, Caryophyllene, Eugenin 
 
11. A¾UçWm : (úYñ ùTVoLs : A¾eLm, UÕLm, áuÈúYo, Ah¼) 
 Botanical Name : Glycyrrhiza glabra 
 Family : Fabaceae 
 Parts Used : Root 
 ãûY : CÉlé 
 RuûU : £Rm 
 ÀÃî : CÉlé 
 ùNnûL : Y\hºVLtÈ (Emolient) 
   Es[ZXôtÈ (Demulcent) 
   úLôûZVLtÈ (Expectorant) 
   EWUôd¸ (Tonic) 
ùTôç áQm 
 “Rj¾Yì YôRúNô ½ReLô UôûX 
 NìYÅPe LôÁVúSôn Rôç ShPe 
 áj¾ìUp BºVeLm CRrúSôn Ckç 
 áVléæmúTôm UôçLùU]d Ïñe LôúX” 
ùTôìs 
 Gímé TtÈV úSôn, LiúSôn, ºñ¨o GÃfNp, LôUôûX, ùYlé úSônLs 
§ìm. 
Constituents 
 Glycyrrhizin, Glycyrrhizic acid, Glycyrrhetinic acid. 
12. £WLm : (úYñ ùTVoLs : AûN, úUj¾Vm, ÀjRSôºÉ, £Ã, úTôN]áúPôÃ, 
çjRNômTôXm) 
 Botanical Name : Cuminum cyminum 
 Family : Apiaceae 
 Parts Used : Seed 
 ãûY : Lôolé, CÉlé 
 RuûU : RhTm 
 ÀÃî : CÉlé 
 ùNnûL : ALhåYônYLtÈ (Carminative)  
   ùYlTêiPôd¸ (Stimulant)  
   Tºj§jÕi¼ (Stomachic) 
   çYolÀ (Astringent) 
ùTôçáQm 
 ÀjRùUò Uk¾ÃûVl Àu]l Tåj¾VYu 
 NjçìûY ëkç\kç Nô¾Rç - UjRù]òm 
 WôNû]ë ªùYuñ SiûTl TXlTåj¾ 
 úTôN]á TôÃùNëm úTôo”   - úRWu ùYiTô 
ùTôìs 
 Yôn úSôn, DWp úSôn, LpXûPlé, YÂtñYÄ, Ødá ¨o TônRp, 
ùYÈúSôn, YÇúSônLs ÅXám. EPídá YíûYj Rìm. 
Constituents 
 Thymene, Cuminol, Cymene 
13. Lìg£WLm (úYñ ùTVoLs: AWQm, ETágºûL) 
 Botanical Name : Nigella sativa 
 Family : Ranunculaceae 
 Parts used : Seeds 
 ãûY : ûLlé 
 RuûU : ùYlTm 
 ÀÃî : Lôolé 
 ùNnûL : Tºj§jÕi¼ (Stomachic) 
  : ºñ¨o ùTìd¸ (Diuretic) 
  : ALhåYônYLtÈ (Carminative) 
  : ìçîiPôd¸ (Emmenagogue) 
  : TôtùTìd¸ (Galactogogue) 
  : Y\hºVLtÈ (Emollient) 
ùTôçáQm 
 Lìg£ WLjRôu LWlTù]ôå éiæm 
 Yìg£Wônl ©SNê Uôtñm - Aìk¾]ôp 
 LônfNp RûXYÄëe LiYÄëm úTôêX¸p 
 YônfN UìkùR]úY ûY. 
ùTôìs 
 UiûPdLWlTôu, RûXúSôn, LiúQôn, ®dLm, UôoéYÄ, áuUm 
áQUôám. 
Constituents 
 Melanthin, Metarbin, Glucosides, Saponins, essential oils 
14. HXm (úYñ ùTVoLs: Bgº, úLôWeLm, ç¼) 
 Botanical Name : Elettaria cardamomum 
 Family : Zingiberaceae 
 Parts used : Unripe fruit and seed 
 ãûY : Lôolé 
 RuûU : ùYlTU 
 ÀÃî : Lôolé 
 ùNnûL : ùYlTêiPôdLõ (Stimulant) 
   ALhåYônYLtÈ (Carminative) 
   Tºj§jÕi¼ (Stomachic) 
ùTôç áQm 
 UXYôR úUôå YÂtñd ùLô¾lé 
 NXØ\p YôÂÉlé RôLm - NXúT¾ 
 úYodák RûXúSôn ÁáÚhûN IVÁûY 
 úTôdágºt ú\Xm éLp 
ùTôìs 
 UXYojR YôRm, úYoûYëPu Ï¼V RûXYÄ, ÁákR Y\hº, LTm  
§ìm. 
Constituents 
 Essential oils, Zingiberin, Zingiberol 
15. ¾lÀÄ (úYñùTVoLs : úLôûZVñd¸, ùN[i¼, B¾, ûYúR¸, LôUu, 
Amé) 
 Botanical Name : Piper longum 
 Family : Piperaceae 
 Parts used : Unripe fruit 
 ãûY : Lôolé 
 RuûU : ùYlTm 
 ÀÃî : CÉlé 
 ùNnûL : ùYlTêiPôd¸ (Stimulant) 
   ALhåYônYLtÈ (Carminative) 
 
 
ùTôçáQm 
 Lh¼ ùV¾o¿uñ LåúSôùVp XômT½ëm 
 ¾h¼ Åû]VLím úRLùUjR - éh¼Vôm 
 UôUòdá UôUù] Ut\Yodá Ut\Y]ôe 
 LôUùUòk ¾lÀÄdám ûL   - (úRWu ùYiTô) 
ùTôìs 
 LåûUVô] IVlÀ½, CìUp, áuUm, CûWlé, ØofûN, RûXYÄ, 
¨úWt\m, ùRôiûPúSôn §ìm. 
Constituents 
 Piperine, Fixed oils, Glycosides 
16. LiPeLj¾Ã 
 Botanical Name : Solanum xanthocarpum 
 Family : Solanaceae 
 Parts used : Root, leaf, fruit, seed 
 ãûY : Lôolé 
 RuûU : ùYlTm 
 ÀÃî : Lôolé 
 ùNnûL : úLôûZVLtÈ (Expectorant) 
   ºñ¨ol ùTìd¸ (Diuretic) 
   ALhåYônYLtÈ (carminative) 
   ÅûR-ùTìeLÆfNíiPôd¸ (Hydragogue) 
ùTôçáQm 
 LôN ãYôNe L¾jRbV UkRU]p 
 ®ããWg NuÉ Åû[úRôPm - BãñeLôp 
 CjRûWë ½tLô GÃLôWg úNodLiPe 
 Lj¾Ãëi PôUô¸t Lôi”   (A.L) 
ùTôìs 
 CR]ôp YôRúSôn, NuÉYôRm, HïYûLj úRôPeLs, bVm, LôNm §ìm. 
EXTERNAL 
 
01. ºj¾WØXm (úYñùTVoLs : ùLô¼úYÄ, A½gNp, A¾LSôÃ, AZp, 
ERôQu, LôÃûU, RZp, EuÉ, AdÉ) 
 Botanical Name : Plumbago zeylanica 
 Family : Plumbaginaceae 
 Parts used : Root bark 
 ãûY : Lôolé, ÅñÅñlé 
 RuûU : ùYlTm 
 ÀÃî : Lôolé 
 ùNnûL : êû\ùYlTLtÈ (anti - periodic) 
   ÅVoûYëiPôd¸ (Diaphoretic) 
ùTôçáQm 
 Lh¼ÅW Qe¸Wk¾ LôpLs AûWVôlé 
 Lh¼fÑ ûX®dLe LôrØXm êh¼WjRd 
 Lhå¨ úWt\e L]jR ùTìYÂñm 
 Ahåe ùLô¼úYÄ Vôm” 
Constituents 
 Zeylaedon, Chitradon, Plumbagin, Amino acids 
02. KUm (úYñùTVoLs : ANúUôRm, ¾lÀVm) 
 Botanical Name : Carum copticum 
 Family : Apiaceae 
 Parts used : Seeds 
 ãûY : Lôolé 
 RuûU : ùYlTm 
 ÀÃî : Lôolé 
 ùNnûL : Tºj§jÕi¼ (Stomachic) 
   CºYLtÈ (Antispasmodic) 
   ALhåYônYLtÈ (Carminative) 
   AïLXLtÈ (Antiseptic) 
   ùYlTêiPôd¸ (Stimulant) 
   EWUôd¸ (Tonic) 
   EÁr¨ol ùTìd¸ (Sialogogue) 
ùTôçáQm 
 £RãWe LôNg ùNÃVôUk RmùTôìUp 
 úT¾ÂûWf NpLålé úTWôUm - K¾ìUp 
 TpùXôåTp ØXm TLÁûYúSô ùVuùNëúUô? 
 ùNôpùXôåúTôm KUùU]f ùNôp”  (A.á) 
ùTôìs 
 IVãWm, CìUp, ùNÃVôUôkRm, ùTôìUp, LÆfNp, FÆ, áPÄûWfNp, 
CûWlé, TpúSôn, ánVúWôLm §ìm. 
Constituents 
 Scopalamine, Atropine, Alkaloids, Fixed oils 
03. Lt×Wm (úYñùTVoLs : ÑPu, ãPodùLô¼úVôu, ×Wm, §Tm) 
 Botanical Name : Camphor 
 ãûY : ÅñÅñléPu Ï¼V ûLlém, Lôolém 
 RuûU : ùYlTm 
 ÀÃî : Lôolé 
 ùNnûL : ùYlTêiPôd¸ (Stimulant) 
   ALhåYônYLtÈ (Carminative) 
   AïLXLtÈ (Antiseptic) 
   CºYLtÈ (Antispasmodic) 
   NU]LôÃ 
   çVWPd¸ (Anodyne)  
   ÕdLêiPôd¸ (Sedative) 
   úLôûZVLtÈ (Expectorant) 
   RôçùTìd¸ (Aphrodisiac) 
    
ùTôçáQm 
 CìÁNX úRôPe ¸û[YÄlé Nk¾ 
 ùTôìêUkRm Ae¸ThP éiúQô - ùPÃãWeLs 
 Yôk¾ÀjRg £Rêñ YôRg ùNÅêLúSôn 
 Lôk¾Lìl ×WùUôu\ôt Nôtñ”    (A.á) 
ùTôìs 
 ¸ìÁ, ¨úWt\m, Cºî, Nk¾TôRm, YôR AXNm, §fãhP éi, ¡pYôRm, 
LTYôRm, LôûRëm ØdûLëm TtÈV À½Ls, ùNôlT] ó^LÄRm, úTôLÅfûN 
áQUôám.  
04. FUjûR (úYñùTVo : EmUjûR) 
 Botanical Name : Datura metal 
 Family : Solanaceae 
 Parts used : Leaf, flower, seeds, unripe fruit 
 ãûY : ûLlé 
 RuûU : ùYlTm 
 ÀÃî : Lôolé 
 ùNnûL : Yôk¾ëiPôd¸ (Emetic) 
   CºYLtÈ (Antispasmodic) 
   çVWPd¸ (Anodyne) 
   ØofûNëiPôd¸ (Narcotic) 
ùTôçáQm 
 SôndL¼Vôp Ykç SÄùNn ÅWQêmúTôm 
 YôndáÆléi Lh¼Lð UôñeLôi-§dáQjûRf 
 úNUj¾p ûYj¾ÄPk §ìêjúRô PeL[ñm 
 FUjûR ÂuáQjûR ëuò”    - (A.á) 
ùTôìs 
 SôndL¼léi, áÆléi, Lh¼Ls, Sgã B¸VûYLû[ ¨dám. 
Constituents 
 Solanin, Solanidine 
05. Lt\ôûZ (úYñùTVo : LuÉ, áUÃ) 
 Botanical Name : Aloe vera 
 Family : Lilliaceae 
 Parts used : Latex, Leaf, pulp, root, juice 
 ãûY : ºñûLlé 
 RuûU : RhTm 
 ÀÃî : CÉlé 
 ùNnûL : EWUôd¸ (Emetic) 
   EPpúRtÈ (Alterative) 
   ¨oUXmúTôd¸ (Purgative) 
   ìç EiPôd¸  (Emmenagogue) 
ùTôçáQm 
 ùTôpXôúU LeLTmé ïfÑûX áhPWNm 
 ApXôoUj RmTLkR WeáuUm GpXômÅP 
 úPá UÃdá ùUÃfNt ¸ÃfNWê 
 Uôá UÃdá Uìiå”    - (A.á) 
ùTôìs 
 YôRúULm, LìúULm, ¸ìÁdájRp, ùTìÅVô¾, ØXm, EuUôRm, TLkRWm, 
áuUm, ÀjR¸ÃfNWm B¸VûY úTôám. 
Constituents 
 Socaloin, Barbaloin, Capaloin 
06. SpùXiùQn 
 Botanical Name : Sesamum indicum 
 Family : Pedaliaceae 
 Parts used : Seed 
 ùNnûL : Es[ZXôtÈ (Demulcent) 
   EPíWUôd¸ (Nutritive) 
   Y\hºVLtÈ (Emullient) 
ùTôçáQm 
 “éj¾SV]d áÇofº ×Ãlé ùUnlé[Lg 
 NjçYe Lk¾ RÉÂ[ûU - ùUjRîiPôe 
 LiúQôn ùNÅúSôn LTôXYZp LôNúSôn 
 éiúQôn úTôùUiùQnVôt úTôtñ” 
Constituents 
 Seeds contain fixed oil, protein, Carbohydrates 
   
BIO-CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF   
AYAVATHI CHOORANAM 
Preparation of the extract  
 5gms of the drug was weighed accurately and placed in a 250ml 
clean beaker . Then 50ml of distilled water is added and dissolved well. 
Then it is boiled well for about 10 minutes. It is cooled and filtered in a 
100ml volumetric flask and then it is make up to 100ml with distilled 
water. This fluid is taken for analysis. 
QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS 
S.No EXPERIMENT OBSERVATION INFERENCE 
1. TEST FOR CALCIUM 
 2ml of the above  prepared  A white  Indicates    
 extract is  taken in a clean test  precipitate   presence of  
 tube. To this 2ml of  4%  formed. Calcium  
 Ammonium oxalate   
 solution. 
2. TEST FOR SULPHATE 
 2ml of the extract is added  No white  Absence  
 to 5% Barium chloride solution. precipitate   is  of  
  formed.   Sulphate 
3. TEST FOR CHLORIDE No white Absence 
 The extract is treated  precipitate of 
 with Silver nitrate  solution.  is formed. Chloride. 
4. TEST FOR CARBONATE  
 The extract is treated No brisk Absence 
 with concentrated effervessence  of  
 Hydrochloric Acid. formed. Carbonate. 
S.No EXPERIMENT OBSERVATION INFERENCE 
5. TEST FOR STARCH  Indicates the 
 The extract is added with  Blue colour presence of 
 weak Iodine  is formed. Starch. 
 solution. 
6. TEST FOR IRON Ferric 
 The extract is  treated with  No Blue colour Absence of  
 Glacial acetic acid and  is formed. Ferric Iron. 
 Potassium ferrocyanide   
7. TEST FOR IRON  Ferrous  Indicates the  
 The extract is treated with  Blood red  presence of  
 concentrated Nitric acid and  colour   is formed. Ferrous Iron. 
 Ammonium  thiocyanate solution.    
8. TEST FOR PHOSPHATE 
 The extract is treated No yellow Absence 
 with Ammonium  molybdate  precipitate is of 
 and  conc. Nitric acid. formed. Phosphate. 
9. TEST FOR ALBUMIN 
 The extract is treated No yellow Absence 
 with  Esbach’s reagent. precipitate  is formed. of Albumin. 
10. TEST FOR TANNIC ACID 
 The extract is  treated   Blue black Presence 
 with Ferric  chloride precipitate  is formed. of      
  Tannic acid. 
11. TEST  FOR UNSATURATION  
 Potassium permanganate It gets Indicates the 
 solution is added to the decolourisation. Presence of 
 little of the extract.  unsaturated  
   compounds 
    
S.No EXPERIMENT OBSERVATION INFERENCE 
12. TEST  FOR REDUCING 
 SUGAR 
 5ml of Benedict’s  quantitative  No Colour change Absence  
  solution is taken in a test tube   occured. of  
  and allowed to boil for  2 minutes     Reducing sugar. 
  and 8-10 drops  of the extract     
 is added and boiled  again for  
 2 minutes. 
13. TEST FOR AMINO ACID 
 One or two drops of the extract  Violet colour is  Indicates the 
 is placed on a filter paper and   formed. the presence of 
 dried well. After drying 1%    Amino acid. 
 Ninhydrin is sprayed  over the  
 same and dried well. 
14. TEST FOR ZINC 
 The extract is treated with No white precipitate Absence 
 Pottasium Ferrocyanide is formed of Zinc 
ANNEXURE – III 
PHARMACOLOGICAL ANALYSIS 
ANALGESIC STUDY OF AYAVATHI CHOORANAM 
Aim : To study the analgesic effect of Ayavathi chooranam on  
  albino rats by tail flickering method. 
Preparation of the Test Drug 
 1 gm of Ayavathi chooranam was suspended in 10ml of Hot water  
as suspending agent.  1ml contained 100 mg of the test drug. 
Equipment :   Hot water beaker 
Procedure: 
 Six male albino rats (weighing-80-100gms) were used in three groups.  
The animals were allowed to free access to food and water until they brought 
for the experiment. The animals which showed  the positive response to the 
stimulus within a given time were selected for the study. 
 After the selection of animals which were responding to stimulus within  
2 seconds,  they were divided in to 3 groups, each group consisting of 2 rats. 
 The hot water was maintained at 55oc. The tip of the tail was immersed  
into the water bath and the time was noted when the rat flicked the tail. 
 First group was given the Ayavathi chooranam at a dose of 100 mg/ 
100 gm body weight of the animal. 
 Second group was administered with Paracetamol at a dose of  20 
mg/100gm 
of body weight. Third group was given 1 ml of water and kept as control. 
 After the drug administration, the reaction time of each rat after ½ an 
hour, 1 hour and 1½ hour were noted in each group. (When a rat fails to flick 
the tail, 
it should not be continued beyond 8 seconds to avoid injury) and the average 
was calculated. 
 The results of control group, standard group and drug treated group 
were tabulated and compared.  
Inference 
 From the above tabulation it is noted that Ayavathi chooranam 
has Significant analgesic action. 
 
ACUTE ANTI INFLAMMATORY ACTION OF  
AYAVATHI CHOORANAM 
Aim 
 To demonstrate the acute anti-inflammatory activity of  Ayavathi 
chooranam in Albino rats by Hind Paw Method. 
Preparation of the test drug 
 1 gm of  Ayavathi chooranam was suspended in 10 ml of water.   
From the above test drug 2 ml was administered orally.  1 ml contain 100 mg 
of  Ayavathi chooranam. 
Procedure 
 Six albino rats weighting 100-150 gm were taken and divided into three 
groups and each group consisting 2 rats. 
 First group was kept as control and received water.  Second group 
received lbubrufen at a dose of 20mg/100 gm body weight.  Third group of 
animals received Ayavathi chooranam 
 Before administration of drugs, the hind paw volume of all rats was 
measured.  This was done by dipping the hind paw upto the tibio tarsal 
junction in a mercury Plethysmograph.  Soon after the measurement the drug 
was administered.   
One hour after the administration of drug a subcutaneous injection of 0.1ml of 
1% w/v of carrageenin in water was made into plantar surface of  both the 
hind paw of each rat. 
 Three hours after carrageein injection, the hind paw volume was 
measured once again.  Difference between the initial and final value were 
noted and compared. 
 The method is more suitable for studying  anti inflammatory activity on 
acute inflammation.   
 The result of the drug is compared with the standard as well as control 
group. 
  
ACUTE ANTI INFLAMMATORY ACTIVITY OF  
VATHA KAJA KESARI THYLAM 
(EXTERNAL USE) 
Aim 
 To study the acute Anti-inflammatory activity of the test drug Vatha 
kaja kesari thylam by Hind-Paw method in Albino Rats. 
Procedure 
 Six healthy albino rats weighing 100-150 gm were taken and divided 
into three groups, each consisting of 2 rats. 
 First group was kept as control by giving distilled water of 2ml/100 gm 
of body weight.  The second group received ibubrufen at a dose of 20mg/100 
gm of body weight.  The third group was kept as test group. 
 Before application of test drug, the hind-paw volume of all rats were 
measured.  This was done by dipping the hind-paw (up to tibio-tarsal junction) 
into a mercury Plethysmography.  While dipping the hind-paw, by pulling the 
syringe piston, the level of mercury in the centre small tube was made to 
coincide with red marking and reading was noted from the Plethysmograph. 
 On hour later, a sub-cutaneous injection of 0.1 ml of 1% (W/V) 
carrageenin in water was made into plantar surface of both hind-paw of each 
rat.  To the test group Vatha kaja kesari thylam was topically applied for three 
times over the inflammed surface in a thin layer within 30mts gap.  To the 
other groups no drug was applied over the inflammed surface.   
One and half an hour after injection the hind-paw volume was measured once again.  The difference 
between the initial and final volume would show the amount of inflammation.  Taking the volume in the 
control groups as 100% of inflammation and anti-inflammatory effect of the test group is calculated. 

ASSESSMENT FORMS 
 
FORM 1 - SCREENING FORM 
FORM II - CONSENT FORM 
FORM III - CASE SHEET PROFORMA 
   & LABORATORY INVESTIGATIONS 
FORM IV - PATIENT WITHDRAWAL FORM 
FORM V - DRUG COMPLIANCE FORM
GOVERNMENT SIDDHA MEDICAL COLLEGE & HOSPITAL 
POST GRADUATE DEPARTMENT 
PALAYAMKOTTAI. TIRUNELVELI – 627 002 
 
Branch – III Sirappu Maruthuvam 
  A PILOT STUDY TO EVALUATE THE THERAPEUTIC EFFICACY 
OF  SIDDHA  FORMULATION AYAVATHI CHOORNAM     (INTERNAL) 
AND VATHA KAJA KESARI THYLAM (EXTERNAL) IN 
SAGANAVATHAM (CERVICAL SPONDYLOSIS). 
 
FORM l - SCREENING & SELECTION PROFORMA 
1. OP /IP NO: -------------       
2. NAME: ----------------------          
3. RELIGION: H / C / M / O                                          
4. AGE/GENDER: -------                 
 5. OCCUPATION: -------------------------      
6. INCOME: ---------------                 
7. CONTACT NUM: -----------------------  
8. INCLUSION CRITERIA 
• Age :18-60 yrs 
• Sex : Both male and female 
• Patients with radiating pain, Stiffness and restricted moments in the neck 
and Radiating pain in the upper limbs. 
• Tingling sensation and numbness in the upper limbs. 
9. EXCLUSION CRITERIA: 
• Cervical Rib 
• Diabetes mellitus 
• Hypertension and Cardiac diseases 
• Peptic ulcer 
• Patients with any other serious illness 
 
WITHDRAWAL CRITERIA 
1. Development of any adverse reaction 
2. Occurance of any other systemic illness 
 
Date:        
Station: 
Signature of the Investigator: 
Signature of the Lecturer:                                            Signature of the HOD   
 
 
 
GOVERNMENT SIDDHA MEDICAL COLLEGE & HOSPITAL 
POST GRADUATE DEPARTMENT 
PALAYAMKOTTAI. TIRUNELVELI – 627 002 
Branch – III Sirappu Maruthuvam 
 
FORM IV A       - CONSENT FORM 
 
CERTIFICATE BY INVESTIGATOR 
            I certify that I have disclosed all the details about the study in the terms 
readily understood by the patient. 
Signature………………… 
Date……… 
Name…………………… 
CONSENT BY PATIENT 
  I have been informed to my satisfaction, by the attending physician, the 
purpose of the clinical trial, and the nature of drug treatment and follow-up 
including the laboratory investigations to be performed to monitor and safeguard 
my body functions.  
  I am aware of my right to opt out of the trial at any time during the course 
of the trial without having to give the reasons for doing so. 
  I exercising my free power of choice, hereby give my consent to be 
included as a subject in the clinical trial of ‘AYAVATHI CHOORNAM (Internal 
drug)’ and ‘VATHA KAJA KESARI THYLAM (External drug)’ for the treatment 
of “SAGANAVATHAM (CERVICAL SPONDYLOSIS)”.     
Place:                                                                     Signature                                      
Date:                                                                      Name                                                                      
                                                                              Witness 
 
GOVERNMENT SIDDHA MEDICAL COLLEGE  AND HOSPITAL 
POST GRADUATE DEPARTMENT 
PALAYAMKOTTAI, TIRUNELVELI - 627 002 
Branch - III Sirappu Maruthuvam  
CASE SHEET PROFORMA 
Dissertation done by  
 
I.P.No :     Occupation  : 
Bed No :     Income  : 
Ward  :     Nationality  : 
Name  :     Religion  : 
Age  :     Date of Admission : 
Sex  :     Date of Discharge : 
Permanent Address :    Diagnosis  : 
       Result  : 
       Medical Officer : 
Complaints and Duration: 
 
History of  Present Illness: 
 
 
History of  Previous Illness: 
 
 
Personal History Including Habits: 
 Family History: 
 
GENERAL CONDITIONS ON EXAMINATION 
1. Consciousness   : 
2. General appearance  : 
3. Stature    :  
4. Nourishment   : 
5. Skin Changes   : 
6. Face     : 
7. Pallor    : 
8. Jaundice    : 
9. Cyanosis    :  
10. Clubbing   : 
11. Lymphadenopathy  : 
12. Abdominal Distension : 
13. Jugular Venous Pulsation : 
14. Engorged veins  : 
15. Koilonychia   : 
16. Pedal oedema   : 
17. Generalised Oedema  : 
18. Temperature   : 
19. Pulse : Rate:  /min 
   Rhythm  : 
   Volume  : 
   Character  : 
   Peripheral Pulses : 
   Pulses paradoxus : 
20. RespiratoryRate  : /min 
21. Heart Rate  :          /min 
22. Blood pressure  : (mm/Hg) 
                  Right   Left 
                 Upper limb 
23. Miscellaneous 
ºjR êû\j úRoî 
1. ¿Xm 
 áÈgº 
 êpûX 
 UìRm 
 ùSnRp 
 TôûX 
2. TìY LôXm 
 Lôo LôXm (BY½ - éWhPôº) 
 Ï¾o LôXm (IlTº - Lôoj¾ûL) 
 êuTÉ (UôoLÆ - ûR) 
 ÀuTÉ (Uôº - TeáÉ) 
 C[úYÉp (ºj¾ûW - ûYLôº) 
 êçúYÉp (BÉ - B¼) 
 
3. VôdûL (EPp) 
 YôRm  
 ÀjRm 
 LTm 
 LXlé 
4. áQm 
 NjçYáQm 
 CWôNRáQm 
 RúUôáQm 
5. ùTôÈ éXuLs 
 ùUn - Fñ 
 Yôn - ãûY 
 Li - JÇ 
 Ødá - Sôt\m 
 ùNÅ - JÄ 
6. LuúUk¾ÃVm 
 ûL - Rô]m 
 Lôp - LU]m 
 Yôn - YN]m 
 GìYôn - ÅNodLm 
 LìYôn - B]kRm 
7. EhLôVm 
 úRôs ùTôìjç 
 éVm 
 êZeûL ùTôìjç 
 NVm 
 ûLdá[ã 
 LWTm 
 AeáÄ 
 AeáNm 
 
8. ARdLôVm 
 Cålé ùTôìjç 
 ùRôûP 
 êZeLôp ùTôìjç 
 êu Lôp 
 á¾eLôp 
 LWTm 
 AeáÄ  
9. êmUXm 
 UXm 
 Øj¾Wm 
 ÅVoûY 
 
10. À\ EñléLÇu ¿ûX 
 CìRVm 
 éléNm 
 CûWlûT 
 Lp−Wp 
 Ui¦Wp 
 ºñáPp 
 ùTìeáPp 
 ºñ¨WLm 
 Øû[ 
 LìlûT 
11. EÂoRôçdLs 
A) YôRm 
 ÀWôQu 
 ATô]u 
 ÅVô]u 
 ERô]u 
 NUô]u 
 SôLu 
 ÏoUu 
 ¸ìLWu 
 úRYRjRu 
 R]gùNVu 
B) ÀjRm 
 A]tÀjRm 
 CWgNL ÀjRm 
 NôRL ÀjRm 
 BúXôNL ÀjRm 
 ÀWôNL ÀjRm 
C) LTm 
 AYXmTLm 
 ¸úXRLm 
 úTôRLm 
 RtTLm 
 Nk¾Lm 
 
12. EPp RôçdLs 
 NôWm 
 ùNk¨o 
 Fu 
 ùLôïlé 
 Gué 
 Øû[ 
 ãd¸Xm / ãúWô½Rm 
13. Gi YûLj úRoîLs 
 Sô¼ 
 vTÃNm 
 Sô 
 ¿\m 
 ùUôÆ 
 ÅÆ 
 UXm 
    ¿\m 
    GûP 
   CñLp 
    C[Lp 
ºñ¨o 
 ¨odáÈ 
    ¿\m 
      UQm 
      GûP 
      èûW  
      GgNp 
  ùSndáÈ 
 
 
 
 
 
LABORATORY INVESTIGATION 
1. BLOOD 
 TC : Cells / cu.mm 
 DC : P % L        % E % M % 
 ESR : 
   1/2 hour  : mm 
   1 hour : mm 
 Hb   : 
 Blood Sugar  : 
 Blood Urea  : 
 Serum Cholestrol : 
 Uric Acid  : 
 VDRL  : 
2. URINE 
 Albumin  : 
 Sugar   : 
 Deposits  : 
3. Motion 
 Ova    : 
 Cyst    : 
 
4. IMMUNOLOGICAL 
 RA Factor  : 
5. RADIOGRAPHIC FINDINGS 
6. SEROLOGICAL TEST FOR SYPHILIS 
 EXAMINATION OF THE SPINE AND JOINTS 
A) GALS LOCOMOTOR SCREENING 
                              A(Appearance)  M (Movement) 
          G      
           A 
           L 
           S 
B) PROVOCATIVE TESTS 
 Spurling test (Foraminal Compression test) 
 Axial Compression Test 
 Phallen wrist flexion test 
 Elbow Flexion Test 
 Lhermitte sign 
 Arm abduction sign 
 Finger escape sign 
 Tinel’s sign 
 Adson’s test 
 Roo’s Test 
C) INSPECTION 
 Skin over the vertebrae 
 Attitude and Defornity 
 Muscular Wasting 
 Trophic changes 
 Swelling 
 Fasciculation 
 Gait 
D) PALPATION 
 Local temperature 
 Tenderness 
 Rigidity and Defomity 
 Wasting 
 Swelling 
  Position 
  Extent 
  Consistency 
  Fluctuation 
 Lymphadenopathy 
 Cold abscess 
  In cervical 
  In loin 
E) GENERAL MOVEMENTS 
 Painful / Not Painful 
 Restricted / Non restricted 
 Excess Mobility in any direction. Present/ Not present 
F) CERVICAL RANGE OF MOTION 
                    (ROM) - Cervical   Normal                
 Inference 
 Touch  chin to chest with mouth closed Flexion 60o 
 Looking straight up to the ceiling  Extension 70o 
 Rotate chin to approach the shoulder  Rotation 80o 
 Bend the ear toward the shoulder  Lateral Bending 45o 
G) EXAMINATION OF PERIPHERAL NERVES 
    [ Spinal Segment] 
 Sensory   
 Motor 
H) EXAMINATION OF CNS 
 a) Mental Function 
  Memory 
  Speech 
 b) Cranial Nerves 
 c) Motor system 
 Nutrition 
    Right  Left 
 Upper arm 
 Fore arm 
Tone 
 Upper limb 
 Lower limb 
Power  
 Upper limb 
 Shoulder  
 Elbow 
 Wrist 
 Fingers 
 Thumb 
 
Co - ordination 
 Upper limb 
  Finger Nose test 
  Finger Finger Nose test 
  Dysdiadokinesia 
 Lower Limb 
  Foot pat test 
  Tandem Walk 
Involuntary Movements 
Sensory System 
 Superficial  
  Touch 
  Pain 
  Temperature 
 Deep 
  Pain 
  Joint sense 
  Vibration Sense 
  Cortical sensation 
Reflexes 
 Superficial refiexes 
 Deep 
  Biceps 
  Triceps 
  Supinator 
  Knee jerk 
  Ankle jerk 
  Clonus 
   Patellar 
   Ankle 
Cranium and Spine 
Examination of CVS 
Examination of RS 
Examination of Abdomen 
Case Summary  : 
Differential Diagnosis : 
Diagnosis   : 
Follow Up 
 Date   Symptoms    Drug 
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A PILOT STUDY TO EVALUATE THE THERAPEUTIC EFFICACY OF  
SIDDHA  FORMULATION   AYAVATHI CHOORNAM   (INTERNAL) AND 
VATHA KAJA KESARI THYLAM (EXTERNAL) IN SAGANA VATHAM 
(CERVICAL SPONDYLOSIS). 
 
                             FORM IV B  - WITHDRAWAL FORM 
 
1. SI NO: ------          
2. OP /IP NO: -------------      
3. NAME: --------------------       
4. RELIGION : H / C / M / O                        
5. AGE/GENDER: -------                        
6. OCCUPATION: --------------------       
7. SOCIAL STATUS: -----------       
8. CONTACT NUM: -------------------    
9. DATE OF TRIAL COMMENCEMENT: ------------------------- 
10. DATE OF WITHDRAWAL FROM TRIAL: ------------------- 
11. REASONS FOR WITHDRAWAL: 
 
• Long absence at reporting :                                      Yes/ No 
• Irregular treatment:                                                   Yes/ No 
• Shift of locality :                                                        Yes/ No 
• Increase in severity of symptoms:                      Yes/ No 
• Development of severe adverse drug reactions:    Yes/ No 
 
Date:          
Station: 
Signature of the Investigator: 
Signature of the Lecturer:                                            Signature of the HOD 
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A PILOT STUDY TO EVALUATE THE THERAPEUTIC EFFICACY OF  
SIDDHA  FORMULATION  AYAVATHI CHOORNAM    (INTERNAL) AND 
VATHA KAJA KESARI THYLAM (EXTERNAL) IN SAGANA VATHAM 
(CERVICAL SPONDYLOSIS). 
 
                FORM IV C - DRUG COMPLIANCE FORM 
Name of the Drug: AYAVATHI CHOORNAM 
Drugs issued       :   (Mgs/Grams) 
Drugs returned  :   (Mgs/Grams) 
      
S.NO DATE 
DRUG TAKEN TIME 
MORNING/TIME EVENING/TIME 
Day 1    
Day 2    
Day 3    
Day 4    
Day 5    
Day 6    
Upto 40 Days    
 
Date:          
Station: 
Signature of the Investigator: 
Signature of the Lecturer:                                         
                                                                                   Signature of the    HOD 
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